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ABSTRACT 

The condensation reactions in aqueous solution of several nucleo-

tides and amino acids have been studied since it is believed that 

tnis type of reaction was important in the formation of polypeptides 

and polynucleotides on the prebiotic Earth. 

A number of condensing agents were examined to determine which 

were the most effective in reactions with nucleotides. The con-

densing agents included four water-soluble carbodiimides, cyanamide 

and two of its derivatives, and cyanoacetylene. In a model reaction 

of AMP-5' and ethanol it was found that only the carbodiimides gave 

·satisfactory yields of the ethyl phosphate ester under mild condi-

tions. AMP-5' reacts with the carbodiimides to form diadenosine 

pyrophosphate, A5'ppA. It was found that 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylamino

propyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EPC) produced A
51

ppA in larger 

yields than the other carbodiimides and a small amount of pApA was 

observed. Numerous attempts to demonstrate a catalytic effect for 

the basic polypeptides on the self-condensation of AMP-5' using the 
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charged condensing agent, EPC, were unsuccessful. This catalytic 

effect was finally found usin~ a new uncharged carbodiimide, 1,3-

bis-(2-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide (MEC), in an· acetone-water solvent. 

In this mixed solvent (acetone 37% by volume), AMP-5' reacts with 
5' 

~1EC to give A ppA in a 15% yi e 1 d in the presence of po ly-L-Lys-e:-
+ 
N(CH 3)3, whereas in its absence the yield is 8.6%. 

The react1on of glycine with MEC gave two major products, the 

N-gl.vc.vl urea and di glycine. When the rcacti on was :; Ludi ed as a 

funr.ti on of pH, it wa~ found that the N-acyl urea tormati on increased. 

as the pH increased, whereas the maximum amount of diglycine was 

formed at pH 2. The reaction of phenylalanine with EPC was studied 

in the presence of various polynucleotides, basic polypeptides and 

complexes of both polymers. No catalytic effect was observed in 

these cases. However, when lysine, in an acetone-water solvent, was 

reacted with MEC in the presence of polyadenylic acid, the yield of 

dilysine (2.5%) was found to be three times greater than in its 

absence.· 

The catalytic·-~ effect that has been demonstrated between the 

monomer and polymer systems of adenylic acid o.nd lysine is postu

lated to have been important in the prebiotic formation of these 

types of polymers. 

• 
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1. HISTORY OF CHEMICAL EVOLUTION STUDIES 

The term "chemical evolution" is used to refer to 

the chemical and physical events which led to the formation 

of living systems. Other terms also used to describe these 

events are protobiochemistry, primordial biogenesis, abio-

genic molecular evolution, experimental organic cosmo-

chemistry, or, simply, origin of life studies. People have 

speculated on the origin of life throughout history but the 

modern chemical evolution area of study really started 

around 1950. Oparin1 and Haldane 2 are independently credited 

with having proposed that the origin of life on earth was 

preceded by an immensely long period of "abiogenic molecular 

evolution." The Oparin-Haldane theory was advanced in the 

mid 1920's but the crucial experiment in which amino acids 

were made from a simple gas mixture of methane-ammonia

hydrogen-water was not done until 1953 by s. Mill~r. 3 

Although a similar type of experiment had been done earlier 

4 without a nitrogen-containing compound it was the amino 

acid synthesis that really marked the beginning of a whole 

new experimental scientific study. The experiments have 

been designed primarily to test various hypotheses about how 

chemical evolution could have taken place and what events 

could have been important in this process. 

l 



One of the appealing features of the chemical evolu-

tion theory is that it presents a continuity of evolution 

starting with very simple molecules and proceeding through 

today's living systems. It is also a logical backwards 

extrapolation of Darwinian evolution to the point where the 

first living system appeared and further to the point where 

only the constituent chemicals of living systems were pres-

- 5 
cnt. It has been no ted Ll1dt Charles Darw.t:n had also con-

ceived of this possibility in 1871. However, only recently 

has scientific knowledge and technology ~dvanced to a stage 

where this problem could be investigated experimentally. 

A. General Considerations 

2 

In discussing chemical evolution a number of questions 

arise abciut the primordial environment, the time spant etc. 

The exact answers to many of these questions are not known 

but a .general picture has been drawn based on evidence from 

a variety of scientific disciplines, such as astronomy, 

geology, chemistry and physics. 

The ques·tion of the length of time available for 

chemical evolution has been given an approximate answer of 

one billion years. This is an estimate of the time between 

the formation of the earth and the emergence of living 

systems. 

After· the d~rival of life, chemical evolution would 

rapidly decreacc since the chemicals ne~~ssary for it would 

be used by living organisms as in today's environment. It 

, 
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.is currently accepted that the earth was formed by condensa-

9 . 6 
tion of a stellar dust cloud 4.5-4.8 x 10 years ago. 

Evidence .. has recently been found for the existence of simple 

9 7 8 unicellular organisms at least 3.1 x 10 years ago ' and 

9 9 multicellular organisms 2-2.5 x 10 years ago. 

The question of the environment of the .primitive 

earth is very important since most experiments considered 

relevant to chemical evolution are carried out under condi-

tions which are presumed to be like those of the primitive 

earth. 

There is a general consensus that the early atmos-

phere contained little or no molecular oxygen. There is 

some question as to the exact composition of this atmosphere 

( 1 ) . h ub 11 . . see Chapter 3 of Ref. 0 w~t W. R ey favor1ng an 

atmosphere dominated by N2 and co2 d 12 f . an H. Urey avor1ng 

CH4 and NH 3 as the dominant species. 13 H. Holland has 

proposed a model containing elements of both the above 

theories wherein he has three different stages of development 

for the atmosphere. The initial stage is highly reduced and 

contains CH 4 , NH 3 and H2o, the second stage has N2 , co2 and 

H2o, and the final stage is oxidized (molecular oxygen is 

present) . The third stage is like our present atmosphere 

and is thought to take place after living systems are formed, 

especi~lly photosynthetic systems which evolve oxygen. 

Probably the most compelling evidence for the early reduced 

atmosphere is the fact that when energy in the form of 

ionizing radiation or heat is put into a mixture of the 



reduced gases (CH4 , NH 3 and H20) many biologically important 

compounds are formed, but when the conditions become oxi-

d . . th . th . 14 1z1ng e organ1c syn es1s stops. 

The sources of energy available on the primitive 

earth have been categorized by Miller and Urey. 15 They 

conclude that by far the largest source of energy was the 

sun. This is not surprising since life on our planet today 

is depend~nt on the sun for its enerqy ultimately. O~hAr 

sources of energy in their estimated order of abundnnr.A are 

electric discharges, radioactivity, volcanoes and cosmi.c 

4 

rays. The CH 4 -NH3 -H2o mixtures show little UV absorption 

above 2000 A and since there is considerable technical diffi-

culty in using lower wavelength light most experimental work 

has simulated the other types of energy sources. 

Life is generally assumed to have arisen in the sea. 

Certainly water is necessary for all forms of life both aero-

bic dutl dll<:H:~robic, and it constitutes the major part of all 

organisms. ~hus, in chemical evolution studies most experi-

mental approaches emphasize the importance of water either 

directly or indirectly. For example, in the irradiation nf 

the reduc~d gases water serves as a means for concentrating 

the ·.products formed u.nd protecting l:hem from degradation. 

Also, the polymerization of the biomonomers in dilute aqueous 

solution with simple condensing agents has been studied by 

several investigators and shows .considerable promise as a 

prominent event in chemical evolution. The pH, temperature 

and salt concentration of the primitive ocean are not known. 
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It is usually assumed that these variables are not greatly 

different than in the'present oceans except for probably a 

lower salt concentration in the primitive oceans. It should 

be emphasized that there probably existed a great variety 

of microenvironments on the pr,i·mordial earth since the earth 

presently contains locales which differ greatly in the above-

mentioned variables. It is interesting to note that organisms 

exist today in surprisingly different environments. Differ-

16 ent organisms have been reported to exist at temperatures 

as low as -l8°C and as high as l04°C, at pH values as low 

as 0 and as high as 13, and salt concentrations of essentially 

zero and as high as in saturated brines. These facts taken 

together with the fact that many biomonomers can be produced 

under a wide variety of conditions seem to indicate that 

the environmental requirements for the origin of life may 

not be particularly rigid. This is to say that the origin of 

life may not have come about as the result of an improbable 

event where everything had to be exactly so, but rather may 

have come about as the result of many probable events where 

the exact conditions were not so crucial. 

The current picture of the primitive earth then is 

one where the atmosphere is reduced, the temperatures are 

moderate and there are water and land masses existing some-

what like there are today. Chemical evolution may be divided 

into three different stages of development (see fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Major steps in chemical evolution. 
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This is an oversimplified scheme of events but it serves as 

a model to illustrate the various experimental approaches 

to the problem. Step one has been.examined experimentally 

in the most detail with the interesting result that given 

the initial conditions it would have been difficult if not 

impossible to prevent the formation of the biomonomers. 

7 

Step two has also been examined in some detail, as~will be 

discussed later, whereas step three which is the most complex 

has received the least attention. The following sections 

contain a brief review and discussion of the most important 

experimental work on the three stages of chemical evoluaion. 

B. Abiogenic Synthesis of Biomonomers 

The biomonomers which will be presented for discussion 

are the amino acids, heterocyclic bases of the nucleic acids, 

nucleosides, nucleotides sugars, fats and porphyrins. These 

compounds have. been synthesized by two types of reactions. 

The first of these types will be called a primary reaction 

and is usually the simulation of reactions that took place 

in the primitive atmosphere. This involves an energy source 

and various combinations of water, methane, ammonia, hydrogen, 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and nitrogen in the gas 

phase. The other type of reaction will be called a secondary 

reaction and l:.h.io involves reacting simple organic compounds 

that have been formed from the primary reactions. An 

example of this would be the formation of. adenine from 

hydrogen cyanide and ammonium hydroxide. Of the simple 



organic compounds formed in the primary reactions such as 

hydrogen cyanide, formaldehyde, formic acid, acetic acid, 

etc., hydrogen cyanide is usually formed in the largest 

8 

yield and is thought to have been very important in chemical 

evolution. Not only have a number of biomonomers been formed 

from hydrogen cyanide, but it was proposed earlier (Ref. 5, 

p. 165) that it could function as a ·condensing agent in 

polymerizations. Although this has not been demonstrated 

with hydrogen cyanid~, several derivatives of it have been 

shown to promote condensation reactions .. 

1 . Amino Acids 

Of all the biomonomers the amino acids have been 

produced the easiest and under the most widely varying 

conditions. The amino acids which are referred to here are 

the a-amino acids which are common to all living systems now 

(p. 10, Ref. 17). The twenty or so amino acids which are 

the building blocks of protein are all. of the L-configuration. 

Although the D-amino acids do not occur naturally in proteins 

they are widely distributed in living tissue, particularly 

as constituents in bacterial cell walls (p. 15, Ref. 17). 

The amino acids synthesized under simulated primitive earth 

conditions are D,L-mixtures and the origin of optical 

activity is yet another unsolved problem. 

Since the earliest synthesis of amino acids under 

simulated primitive earth conditions (elect.r-ic ::>pdrk. dml 

CH4 , NH 3 , H2o and H2 ) by Miller, 3 numerous investigators 
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have repeated and extended this. type of work (for a compre-

hensive review see Ref. 18). Nearly all of the biologically 

important amino acids have been produced from various simu-

lation experiments. 

Using the most highly reduced gases CH4 , NH 3 .and H2o 

(with or without H2 since this is generated· from the other 

reactants) and an electric discharge, a number of amino· 

. 19-22 acids have been formed. These include glyc1ne, 

1 . 19-22 t' 'd 19-21 1 . 'd 19-21 a an1ne, aspar 1c ac1 , g utam1c ac1 , 

. . 21 . 1 . 21 1 . 20 '21 d . 21 leuc1ne, 1so euc1ne, ys1ne an ser1ne. Amino 

acids have also been produced from this type of experiment 

when the gases are in a higher oxidation state, i.e., CO, 

co2,N2 1 H2 and H2o? 3 ' 24 

Using UV radiation as an energy source, glycine, 

1 . d . b . 'd h b h . d 25 f a an1ne an a-am1no utyr1c ac1 ave een synt es1ze rom 

the reduced gases, but only when ethane was substituted for 

methane. Ionizing radiation in the form of electrons has 

also been used to produce the amino acids. 26 

When the reduced gases are passed through a heated 

column (around 1000°C) of quartz sand or silica gel, a large 

number of amino acids are formed including such complex 

ones as tyrosine and phenylalanine, which had not been 

d d . 1 27 pro uce prev1ous y. 

Most of the amino acids have also been formed from 

secondary type simulation reactions using simple organic 

compounds as starting materials. Thus, the action of sun

+3 light on paraformaldehyde, H2o, NO) and Fe , and the action 

9 
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of UV radiation on aqueous solutions of H2NOH, HCHO and co2 , 29 

20 30 . . 
NH 4No 3 , or HCN (followed by hydrolys1s), 

results in the synthesis of amino acids. Success has also 

31 been reported using ionizing radiation (y-rays or electron 

32 beam ) and by the moderate heating of aqueous solutions of 

NH 4CN33 , 34 or HCHO and H2NOH. 35 

These experiments are illustrative of the remarkably 

wide variety of conditions under which the amino acids are 

formed. Thus, in spite of our lack of knowledge concerning 

the exact conditions that existed on the primitive earth, 

it seems almost certain that there would have been many amino 

acids present. 

2. Heterocyclic Bases of Nucleic Acids 

The basic building blocks of the nucleic acids are 

the nucleotides. These in turn are composed of a hetero-

cyclic base (either purine or pyrirnirlinA), a su0ar moiety 
. 17 

and a phosphate group. There are two main types of nucleic 

acids termed deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and ribonucleic 

acids (RNA) . . The main differences between the two are that 

in DNA the sugar moiety is a 2-deoxyribose and thymine is 

found instead of uracil. In RNA the sugar moiety is D-ribose 

and uracil is present along with three other bases, adenine, 

cytosine and guanine which are common to both types of 

nucleic acids. There exists one type of RNA called transfer 

RNA where a number of other bases are found but these are 

usually derivatives of the above-mentioned bases. 
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Adenine is the only base that has been synthesized 

f h d d 36 d . t• b th t rom t e re uce gases an lt_ appears o e e mos 

readily_formed. Adenine, which is a pentamer of HCN, has 

37 
·been produced by heating an aqueous solution of NH 4CN. 

Adenine and guanine have both been synthesized by the action 

f 1 . ht CN 38 d. . 1 . '1 29 C t . h o UV. lg on H or lamlnoma eonltrl e. y oslne as 

been formed by heating an aqueous solution of cyanoacetylene 

and ammonium cyanide. 39 Uracil has also been synthesized 

. 40 41 from simple starting materlals, ' but thymine has not. 

3. Nucleosides and Sugars 

The nucleosides are formed from the heterocyclic 

bases and ribose or deoxyribose. The formation of sugars 

11 

·(both hexoses and pentoses) has long been known to result. 

42 from the base catalyzed reation of formaldehyde. Formalde-

hyde is, of course, one of the products found after the 

]5 . 38 43 
irradiation of the reduced gases and both rlbose ' and 

. 38 44 deoxyrlbose ' have been formed from it using various 

catalysts. 

However, linking the base to the sugar is apparently 

d 'ff' 1 d . 45 d d d . 46 h b more l lCU t. A enoslne an eoxya enoslne ave een 

synthesized by the action of uv light on a dilute aqueous 

solution of adenine, phosphoric acid, and ribose or deoxy-

ribose. There has been no report of similar reactions for 

the other bases as yet. 

Another method of synthesizing nucleosides has 

recently been discovered53 which involves the formation of 



the base 6n the sugar. · In this way cytosine has been formed 

by heating an aqueous solution of ribose, cyanoacetylene, 

d . h . d 53 an e1t er cyanam1 e or cyanogen. 

4.Nucleotides 

As menti·oned previously the nucleotides are the. 

constituent units of the nucleic ~cids and can b~ o~tained 

by mild hydrolysis of RNA. 

12 

The nucleotides have been synthesized by phosphorylat-

ing the nucleosides. One method of accomplishing this in-

volved heating the five nucleosides (adenosine, guanosine, 

cytidine, uridine, and thymidine) with sodium dihydrogen 

. 47 
phosphate. This reaction yields many of the various 

nucleotides (2'; 3'; 2'-3'~cyclic, and 5'-monophosphates) 

as well as some dimPrs. Similar experiments havt:! lJ~:en done 

48 using other inorganic phosphates. Another method of 

phosphorylating the nucleosides is to react them with poly-

h h . . d 49 p osp or1c ac1 . This reaction works well at temperatures 

in the range·of 0-22°C. 

5. Fats 

The fatty acids or aliphatic acids have been formed 

by exposure of methane and water to an electric discharge. 50 

From this reaction the monocarboxylic acids from c2 to c12 

have been identified. It has been known for some time ~hat 

hydrocarbons with a wide range of molecular weights can be 

synthesized by the passage of ionizing radiation through 

"I 

I 

I 
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51 methane. Also, ionizing radiation can directly put co2 
. 52 

onto an alkane making the fatty acid. 

6, Porphyrins 

Chlorophyll, hemoglobin, the cytochromes, and other 

important biological compounds contain the basic. porphyrin 

structure. Thus, the appearance of porphyrins must have 

been an important step in chemical evolution since they are 

needed for efficient oxidation and reduction systems. 

It has been reported recently that porphyrins are 

produced from an electric discharge into a CH
4

-NH
3

-H
2
o 

. t 54 ·m1.x ure. Also, since the porphyrins contain four molecules 

of pyrrole it should be mentioned that pyrrolic compounds 

have been produced by the UV irradiation of aqueous solutions 

f J: • 1 1' . . d 55 o u-aml.no evu 1.n1.c ac1. . 

The preceding reports of the various simulated 

primitive earth experiments on the abiogenic synthesis of 

the biomonomers makes it clear that a number of these 

compounds can be produced easily and under a variety of 

conditions. Thus, while not every simple molecule that exists 

in living cells has been produced in simulation reactions, 

enough of the most important ones have to make it probable 

that they all could have been produced on the pr1mordial 

earth. 

Making this assumption the next aspect of chemical 

evolution to be discussed is the polymerization of the 

biomonomers. 



C. Abiogenic Synthesis of the Bipolymers 

The polymerization of the biomonomers to produce the 

biopolymers must certainly·have been a critical event in 

chemical evolution. The reason for this is that in present 

living s·ystems the macromolecules are essential for life. 

Two polymeric systems in particular are thought to be of 

central importance. These are the polynucleotides and poly

peptides. In the polynucleotide system the DNA contains the 

genetic information necessary for the reproduction of living 

systems. The DNA is transcribed into RNA (messenger RNA) 

and the information in the RNA is then translated into the 

. . d . 1 . d 56 correct am1no ac1 sequences 1n po ypept1 es. The poly-

peptides (proteins and enzymes) are the other class of 

14 

important macromolecules that are necessary for life process-

es. For example, the enzymes in cells catalyze all the 

various biochemical reactions that take place including the 

above-mentioned translation-transcription sequence. 

Thus, most of the experimental work on the synthesis 

of the biopolymers under simulated primitive earth conditions 

has centered on the polypeptides and polynucleotides. How-

ever, some polysaccharides have been produced. For example, 

glucose has been polymerized by heating· in the presence of 

HC157 or phosphoric acid58 and by reaction with polyphosphate 

esters. 59 It should be noted that the polyphosphate esters 

are very rapidly hydrolyzed by water and their importance 

as a prebiotic condensing agent is questionable. 

._)' 
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It is an interesting fact that all of the .biopoly-

mers mentioned can be formed by removal of one molecule of 

water from the monomeric units (see fig. 2). This type of 

reaction is called a dehydration condensation reaction. 

This similarity in the formation of the biopolymers seems 

to make it likely that they could have been formed under 

similar conditions, e.g., by the same condensing agent. 

!.Polypeptides 

Just as the amino acids are the most readily formed 

of the biomonomers, the polypeptides are the most readily 

formed of the biopolymers. This fact has been used as 

evidence that the polypeptides preceded the polynucleotides 

on the primitive earth. 

One of the most successful methods of polymerizing 

the amino acids has been developed by s. W. Fox and coworkers. 

They have produced high molecular weight polymers by simply 

heating to 150-200°C a mixture of all the amino acids under 

h d d
. . 61 

an ¥ rous con 1t1ons. This thermal synthesis has also 

been carried out at temperatures below l00°C by using poly

. 62 phosphoric ac1d. Pblypeptides which are basic, acidic, 

or neutral have been thermally synthesized with the-molecular 

. 3 63 weights ranging from about ,000 to ·9,000. These polymers 

have been called "proteinoids" because of their similarity to 

.proteins. For example, they give infrared spectra with bands 

typical of peptide bonds, positive biuret reactions, and the 

amino acids after hydrolysis. They are also subject to pro-

teolytic enzyme attack and show some weak catalytic activity. 

in the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl esters. 
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The most recent report from this group is the synthesis of 

polypeptides from the adenylates of the amino acids. 64 

Polypeptides have also been found after passage of 
·, 

21 65 an electric discharge through the reduced gases. ' Since 

polypeptides have been formed from the hydrolysis of HCN 

67 68 polymers ' and HCN is produced very readily from the 

reduced gases, it has been suggested that this route is 
. 66 

pertinent to chemical evolution. Another similar method 

for forming the polypeptides involves the polymerization of 

aminoacetoni trci.le, 69 which itself could be formed from HCN. 

This would give rise to polyglycine. The other amino acids 

could be produced in the polymer by reaction of various 

ld h d 'th th t' h d . 1 1 . 69 a e y es w1 e ac 1ve y rogens 1n po yg yc1ne. 

Some amino acids have been condensed in aqueous 

solution by reaction with simple organic condensing agents. 
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. 70-72 This type of approach has been successful using cyanam1de, 

and several of its derivatives, dicyandiamide 73 and dicyana:r.Lk .. 

'd 74,75 m1 e. Halmann72 has studied the cyanamide-induced 

dimerization of glycine in dilute aqueous solution at pH 6.5. 

He found that in the presence of orthophosphate diglycine is 

produced in larger amounts, but concludes that its yield 

under these conditions (about 1 per cent} is so low that there 

must have been a more selective condensing agent on the 

.primitive earth. Cyanamide (H2N-C=N} has been formed in 
. 76 

simulation type experiments and is a tautomer of the parent 

member of the carbodiimide series (H-N=C=N-H} . T~e carbodi-

.imides have been used by organic_chemists for some time to 



make peptide bonds 77 and the condensation of glycine with 

dicyanamide has been postulated74 to proceed through a 

carbodiimide type mechanism. The cyanamide derivatives work 

the best at lower pH's. For example, glycine reacted with 
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dicyanamide at pH 1 gives more than 80 per cent of reaction 

products of which diglycine accounts for almost 30 per cent. 74 

This method has been used to produce small peptides (mainly 

dimers), but, in theory, after long p~rin~~ nf tim~ large 

polymers could be built up. 

It has recently been reported78 that diglycine can 

be produced from the reaction of glycine and linear or 

cyclic polyphosphates in aqueous solution at pH 7-8. The 

best yields are found usi?g trimetaphosphate, but both tri

polyphosphate and pyrophosphate. give detectable amounts 

(about 0. 5 per cent) of the dimer. It· has beeh:po.~tillated .. that in this 

re·action an amino acid reacts with the polyphosphate to give 

an aminoacyl polyphosphate which then reacts with the amine 

group of another amino acid to form a peptide bond. This 

method of synthesis is relevant to chemical evolution since 

it is carried out at newtral pH with condensing agents thF.I.t. 

could well have been found on the primitive earth. 70 , 79 , 80 

Also, there is some similarity between this synthesis and 

the biochemical synthesis of proteins in cells which proceeds 

through aminoacyl adenylates (aminoacyl phosphate) formed 

'from the enzymic reaction of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 

with the amino acid. 17 ' 81· The· pyrophosphate bond in ATP is 

·a prime source of energy in ·contemporary organisms, but it 

.... 

.•. 
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has been suggested that the earliest organisms may have 

. 82 
used polyphosphates or pyrophosphate. Also, polyphosphates 

are f d . . . 83 
oun 1n many m1croorgan1sms • . 

Peptides have also been reported as products from 

heati9g glycine in aqueous NH OH
84 

or by the action of y-4 . 

irradiation on N-acetylglycine. 85 Large polypeptides have 

been produced from amino acids in the presence of polyphosphate 

esters. 88 

2. Polynucleotides 

As mentioned previously, the nucleotides are more 

complex than the amino acids. Also, the formation of the 

polynucleotides (nucleic acids) from the monomers is more 

difficult to accomplish than the polypeptides both in chemical 

evolution type syntheses and in the regular organic syntheses. 

The 'following reactions are believed to be relevant to chemical 

evolution. 

Cytidine 2' (3') monophosphate (cytidylic acid) has 

been polymerized by the action of polyphosphoric acid in 

. 86 
the absence of water. The average chain length of the 

oligomer was 5.6. This reaction. gave a large proportion of 

5'-phosphodiester linkages and some 3'-phosphodiester linkages 

as demonstrated by the appropriate enzymatic assays. The 

phusphodiester linkage in RNA is 3'-+5'. It seems quite 

probable that this same method could be used to polymerize 

the other nucleotides also. 
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Uridine oligomers have been prepared by simply 

heating uridine and uridine 2',(3')-monophosphate under 

. h d . d' . 87 an y rous con 1t1ons. 

Two other methods have been used to condense nucleo-

tides. 59 Schramm et al., have produced high molecular weight 

polynucleotides by reacting the nucleotides with the poly-

phosphate esters. Oligonucleotides have been synthesized ~n 

aqueous solution by reacting the nucleotides with water-

1 bl b d . . . d 117-119 . 1 . d . so u e car o 1mm1 es. ~om a chem1cal evo ut1on stan po1nt 

both of these reactions have some drawh~r.ks. As mentioned, 

the polyphosphate esters are extremely reactive with water 

and the carbodiimides that have been used for these conden-

sation reactions are probably too complex to have existed 

in any appreciable amount on the primitive earth. Neverthe-

less, both types of reactions are relevant to chem.ical 

evolution since they demonstrate in one case that large 

~ulyuu~l~utid~s can be produced easily from simple starting 

materials and in the other case that nucleotides can be 

condensed in aqueous solution. These reactions will be 

discussed in more detail in the next section since they both 

.have been used to demonstrate the possibility of nonenzymatic 

catalysis. 

D.rnteractions and Organization of Biopolymers 
'> 

The evidence presented in the preeeding sections 

gives· us reason to assume that the biomonomers and the bio-

polymers could have been formed on the prebiotic earth. The 



next step would be for the biopolymers to interact and 

organize-themselves in such a way as to give rise to the 
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fi~st living systems. This is a very complex step and in

volves many smaller sub-steps, such as the formation of 

membrane structures, auto-catalytic systems, energy-coupling 

reactions, etc. The magnitude of this problem is huge indeed, 

and it is made more difficult by the fact that there are many 

details· of the biochemistry of cells that are obscure. Perhaps 

if all the details of the protein synthesizing apparatus or 

of the photosynthetic apparatus, etc., were known it would 

be much easier to conceive of how living systems originated. 

However, as in attacking any very large problem the best· 

approach is to divide it into many smaller ones which have 

some possibility of being solve·d. In this way several studies 

pertinent to chemical evoiution have been carried out on non- ' 

enzymatic nucleic acid repld:aation and membrane structure. t:, 

This is an area where chemical evolution studies could con-

ceivably contribute to our understanding of biological 

processes. 

1. Formation of Membrane Structures 

Probably one of the first types of organization of 

the biopolyrners was the formation of some kind of membrane 

structure. This would be necessary for the concentration 

of the chemicals in the prebiotic ocean since they would be 

present in dilute amounts~ All contemporary organisms have 

adopted a semi-permeable membrane as a means of protection 

from their environment and as a means for concentrating 



certain chemicals needed for life processes. This membrane 

is usually a double layer of lipid covered on each external 

89 side by protein. It has be.en suggested that such a mem-

brane could arise from the agitation_ of a protein solution 

covered by a lipid scum, i.e., that droplets could form by 

film collapse. Vesicular structures have been formed inl the 

laboratory from solutions of phospholipids and proteins such 

90 a::; c:yLu~.,;hiume ~..,;.· · The mechanical disturbance of the lipo-
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protein layer gives rise to closed vesicles of various sizes, 

shapes, and dimensions. The boundary layer of these struc-

tures is about 60-80 angstroms thick which is approximately 

the thickness of most naturally occurring lipid layers. 

These vesicles show some of the properties of natural mem-

branes in that they are osmotically active and selectively 

91 92 permeable. ' This seems to be a plausible method for 

producing prebiotic membrane structures in the primitive 

ocean where the wind and waves could have acted as the 

mechanical disturbances. 

It might be noted that inorganic models for semi

permeable membranes have .also been discovered. 93 Mixing 

Cuso4 and K3Fe(CN) 6 produces a membrane of CuFe(CN) 5 which 

has been found to be Gclcctivcly permeable. 

Another approach to the problem of how the first 

membrane structures came into being is the thermal polymeri

zation of the amino acids. The polyamine acids formed from 

this type of synthesis have been.termed proteinoids and they 

exhibit a number of properties that make them seem quite 
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plausible as a precellular kind of structure.
94 

When the 

proteinoid is dissolved in hot water or hot salt solution 

and the resulting mixture allowed to cool micro~pherical 

particles are formed. These microspheres have a definite 

shape and are approximately two microns in diameter. They 

swell and shrink in hypotonic and hypertonic solutions 

respectively, but not as much as biocells do. The micro-

spheres are quite stable and retain their shape over a period 

f k ft b . 'f d 94 h h 1 o many wee s or a er e1ng centr1 uge . T ese sp eru es 

under certain conditions are capable of associating in algae

like chains or of multiplying by a process resembling budding, 95 

(they are apparently split in two by a fission process). When 

zinc is incorporated into the microspheres, they exhibit ATP 

hydrolyzing activity and finally they also show what appears 

to be a double layer or "membrane" type structure. Although 

the microspheres have not yet been shown to function in many 

ways like contemporary cells their resemblance to cells and 

their ease of formation is truly remarkable. 

A. I. Oparin has been the leading proponent of yet 

another .type of prebiotic membrane structure called a 

coacervate. The coacervates are particles or droplets formed 

in solution by associations of various polymers such as poly

peptides and polynucleotides, or serum albumin, gum arabic 

and RNA.
96 

One of the main drawbacks of this type of 

structure is that it is quite unstable and most will not 

survive even mild centrifugation. Nevertheless, some very 

interesting results. have been reported concerning the 



properties of the coacervates. These droplets can concen-. 

trate both large organic polymers and small monomers either 

on their surfaces or inside of them. Coacervates have been 

shown to markedly enhance several enzymatic reactions such 

as the polymerization of glucose-1-phosphate to starch or 
I 

of -adenosine-5'-diphosphate to polyadenylic acid. 96 Thus, 

because of their ease of formation and their ability to 
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concentrate organic compounds the coacervates could well have 

been important at an early stage in chemical evolution. 

Z.Self-Replicating Systems and the Genetic Code 

h 1 bl f h . d 115 . T e centra pro em o t e genetlc co e lS to 

identify the factors_ giving rise to the observed codon assign-

ments. One of the key issues is whether or not amino acid-

oligonucleotide specific interactions play or have played a 

role in determini~g these ass~gnments, and if so, to what 

extent. In the beginning there were no pertinent facts 

bearing on this matter, although there was certainly no lack 

of· theoretical speculation. For example, Pauling and 

.Delbruck97 and Gamow98 asswned amino acid-nucleic acid steric 

interactions to be the ·sole factors determining codon assign-

ments. Crick, on the other hand vigorously challenged this 

dogma of amino ·atJ.d~nucleic acid: coiupl.iment~rity, arguing that 

since neither evidence for such interactions. nor a reasonable 

.model for them existed, the int~ractions themselves did not 

exist under any circumstances. From this basic tenet, 

Crick99 then derived the now famous adapter theory, whereby 

the code is de-termined by the cell's set of amino acid 
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activating enzymes and s-RNA's, with the specificity of attach-

ment of amino acids to the s-RNA-residing in the activating 

enzyme. If there is no possibility of an oligonucleotide's 

recognizing an amino acid then the assignment of a codon to 

a particular amino acid would be a chance event, purely a 

matter of "historical accident," which would make the reason 

f . 1 . t 11 . t. 100 or any part~cu ar ass~gnment ota y un~nteres ~ng. 

There have been a number of attempts to detect 

nucleic acid-amino acid interactions (e.g., by equilibrium 

dialysis, and ORD measurements), all of which have yielded 

negative results (except for the obvious charge-charge 

interactions involving lysine or arginine) . Only a few of 

( . 101 these results have been published e.g., Zubay and Doty, ) , 

since they have been negative. 

. t . 102 d 1 h" h . d We~ns e~n presente resu ts w ~c are ~n accor 

with accumulating evidence that the genetic code, at least 

in its general features, is the same in bacterial, plant, 

and animal cells. Since the genes controlling the synthesis 

of the .amino acid-activating enzyme and t-RNA have undergone 

considerable mutational alterations during the course of 

evolution, he questions whether natural selection is ade-

quate to prevent species divergence of the genetic code 

according to a strict interpretation of the adapter theory. 

... • t • 102 h d II t th • k f "tt• We~ns e~n t en propose , a e r~s o comm~ ~ng 

heresy," that there exists some as yet unknown stereo-

chemical fit between each amino acid and a group of nucleo-

tides on its corresponding t-RNA. If the amino acid-t-RNA 
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recognition site were the same as the t-RNA-codon recogni-

tion site, changes in the genetic code of an organism would 

be sharply restricted, since mutations which alter the 

ability of an t-RNA to deliver an amino acid to a particular 

codon would simultaneously alter the ability of that t-RNA 

to accept a given amino acid. 

Based on the genetic code as published by Nirenberg, 

. 103 et al., .the following correlations between codons and 

. . d d d d 104 am1no ac1 s were e uce : the amino acids with hydrocarbon 

residues have uridine (U} or cytosine (C) ·as the second base, 

those with branched methy& groups U as the second base: the 

basic and acidic amino acids have adenine (A} or. guanine (G) 

as the second base; the aromatic amino acids and amino acids 

derived from a common organic acid are grouped together; a 

simple structural change in an amino acid is accompanied by 

a change of one base only, such that 16 out of 20 amino acids 

are interconnected; if the third base of a triplet influences 

the coding, it does so only by being a purine or a pyrimidine • 

. It seems unlikely that such a logical arrangement could have 

104 arisen by chance, and Pelc suggest~d that a structural 

relationship between coding triplets and amino acids exists. 

Similar suggestions have been made by Niren,berg and his 

103 . 105 106 107 . 
collaborators, and Woese. Pelc and Welton . ' have 

tested .this hypothesis by constructing models using Courtauld'S 

space-filling components in the usual way. Amino acid 

- molecules were assembled separately, and then fitted into 

the nucleotide triplets by means of hydrogen bonds, stacking 

• 

... 
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bonds and covalent bonds. Amino acids with hydrocarbon 

residues possess no sites for the formation of hydrogen bonds 

on the hydrophobic residue. Thus, .it was assumed that a co

valent bond between residue and base could be formed by 

removing a hydrogen from a methyl group on the residue and 

from a base. This assumption is made somewhat more acceptable 

by the fact that methylated bases in t-RNA and the. required 

enzymes (t-RNA methylLases) have been found.lOS,lQg However, 

the acidic or basic amino acids could be fitted by hydrogen 

bonds alone to their codons in a satisfactory manner, e.g., 

asparagine can form five hydrogen bonds with its codons, AAU 

and AAC. Possible bonds to the ribose sugar or linking 

phosphate were not used. These workers thus found good, 

though not perfect agreement with the genetic code for most 

of the amino acids and their codons. 

Woese, et al., 110 have studied the interactions of 

amino acids and organic bases (pyridine and derivatives) by 

paper chromatography. They have concluded that organic base-

cuu.i.11u i:ic..:id interactions do exist and comprise two aspects, a 

polar intera6tion of ring N's 6n the bases with the polar 

portions of the amino acids, plus a honpolar interaction, 

between the more organic portions·of the bases and amino 

acids. The amino acids were characterized on the basis of 

their polar requirements·and a correlation was observed 

between these requirements and the polar characteristics of 

the respective amino acid codon (assuming U <C.< A< Gas. 

1T electron donors, U << G < A < C as ring nitrogen donors, 
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and U < C < G as oxygen electron donors) . 110' These authors, 

after reviewing other .known facts about amino acid-codon 

relationships, state that "all in all, the conclusion that 

the. genetic code derives basically from some sort of codon-

amino acid-pairing interactions, is essentially unavoidable." 

Another approach to the origin of the genetic code 

has been to study the iriteractions of the mononucleotides 

with basic polypeptides .. In this way, the interactions of 

the four 5'-mononucleotides with poly-L-lysine have been 

111 examined with respect to the amount of turbidity produced. 

The turbidity increase is probably produced by a two step 

process which involves first the ionic binding of the nucleo-

tides to the poly-L-lysine chain followed by interchain 

nucleotide-nucleotide interactions of the bound monomers. 

· 'l'he effectiveness with whi'ch the nucleotides produce turbidity, 

r,MP > AMP > CMP ~ UMP, is in the same order us the extent of 

the selt association of the mononucleotides. Using Corey~ 

Pauling three-dimensional atomic models these workers found 

that when.the polyamine-acid is in an a-helix it is possible 

to associate a complementary strand of mononucleotides with 

the polyamine-acid. This model has three nucleotides for 

each ami~o acid and has been used tn ~h~oretically pr~dict 

th t GG ld b d f 1 . 111 h 't h b a G wou e a co on or g yc1ne. T us, 1 as een 

postulated that the mononucleotide-polyamino acid interaction 

must have been the defining one during the prebiotic formation 

.of complementary proteins and polynucleotides. 111 However, 

because the interactions are very complex and only one amino · 



acid has had its codon predicted ·much more work needs to be 

done before the theory can be accepted. 
. 112 

Weese has also found the same type of selectivity 

in the interactions of the nucleotides with polyarginine, 

i.e., G >A> c > u. He postulates that the first primitive 
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system was composed of polybasic amino acids and polynucleotides 

which may have been somewhat like the DNA!histene:"~eomplexes·-:.s. 

In this model translation would be a "direct templating" 

and it would be a reciprocal matter. However, there are a 

large number of conceptual hurdles in getting this type of 

system to evolve into a system that translates in the sense 

of the modern cell. 

Calvin124 has proposed yet another model for coupling 

the amino acid and nucleic acid systems. He suggests that 

there would be some sequence determination in the primordial 

polypeptides by "growing end control." This idea is supported 

by the ·fact that amino acids do react with each other with 

l . . t 125 ·some se ect~v~ y, e.g., glycine will react much more 

rfiladily with another u.rnino aeid than ph8i."!y lc:~.la.ulue. Also, 

it has been pointed out that there is a pentapeptide synthesis 

in bacteria that does not go through a templating mechanism 

at a11. 126 This particular antibiotic synthesis proceeds 

by growing chain determination with catalyst specificity, 

i~e., the enzyme will only attach D-glutamic acid to the 

L-alanine. This sort of .synthesis could be a carryove~ of 

th,e manner in which the first proteins might have been 

. generated. The growing end control mechanism would not 



provide a very accurate means of reproducing polypeptides 

so that Calvin has proposed that this'accuracy could be 

improved by having the amino acid react first with a nucleo-

tide or oligonucleotide and then be transfered to the poly-

peptide chain. This would be roughly analogous to the 

coupling of an amino acid to a t-RNA and the prediction :is 

made that the base of the nucleotide will influence the · 

reaction of.it with an amino acid. There is some evidence 

for this selectivity already and it is predicted that this 

selectivity will become larger when two or more bases are 

participating. Thus, in this model both the polypeptides 

and polynucleotides can replicate themselves with the poly-

peptides depending on oligonucleotides to enhance their 

reproducibility. However, whether the selectivity of the 

reactions of the amino acids with themselves and with the 
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nucleotides is large enough to give the beginning of a coupling 

system tor the two linear polymers remains to be det~rmined. 

The origin of the genetic code has been theoretically 

discussed by Crick113 and Orge1. 114 Orgel considers two 

possibilities; life based on proteins in the absence of 

nuclei6 acids; and life.based on nucleic acids in the absence 

of proteins. He finds neither system satisfactory since the 

polypeptides are catalytic but cannot replicate themselves 

and the polynucleotides could replicate themselves but are 

not catalytic. However, Orgel believes that nucleic acids 

are more likely to be capable.of behaving as crude catalysts 

(though there is no hard experimental evidence for this idea) 



than proteins a~e of being self-replicative. He bases his 

hypothesis on the fact that short lengths of nucleic acids 

are able to fold themselves up to form specific structures. 

It is this same ability which makes proteins so superbly 

fitted for the role of catalysts today. 

In this system then random polymerization of nucleo

tides formed short chunks of nucleic acids. These were able 

to replicate themselves even in the absence of catalysts. 

Once "replicative doodling" had gone on for some time, some 

of the "doodles" may have had catalytic.properties. From 
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then on, replication would have been much easier and a primi-

tive version of present-day living systems could have 

developed which would have been capable of improving itself 

through natural selection. 

. 113 . 
Cr1ck agrees with this idea and goes on to discuss 

how such an all-nucleic acid system began to synthesize 

proteins. Specifically, he considers the development of the 

informational pathway'by which instructions flow from nucleic 

.dL:.iu~ to the proteins through the medium of the genetic code, 

and the way in which this development determined the nature 

of the ·code. 

The present system for translating the code involves 

. it first being copied onto messenger RNA, and then carried 

to the ribosomes (themselves constructed of RNA and protein) 

where. the transfer RNA adapter molecules do the actual job 

of translation. Transfer RNA's act as the link between each 

codon and the amino acid that·codon specifies. Thus, they 

have two "working regions," one of which recognizes the codon 



on the messenger molecule, while the other recognizes the 

relevant amino acid. The transfer RNA molecules bring each 

amino acid into the position specified by the messenger so 

that they can link together in the correct order. 

Nucleic acids play a large role in this process, 

especially RNA, and much of it.is employed in roles which 

make little or no use of its information-carrying capacity.· 

In the present system, several important steps, such as .the 

cha!ging of a transfer RNA with an amino acid need proteins 

as catalysts. But Crick believes that in the primitive 

version, RNA might have acted as its own catalyst. Indeed, 

.he postulates that the whole machinery of protein synthesis 

might once have been carried out by RNA. Also, it is 

proposed that the code was always a triplet, since if it 

was once something else (like a doublet), a change· in codon 

size. would make nonsense of a·ll previous messages and would 

almost certainly have been lethal. The reason for a triple.t 

beirig chosen rather than anything else might simply be a 

structural one, dictated by the size of the transfer RNA 

molecules. Next, it seems likely that primitive protein 

synthesis involved _only a few amino acids, and that even 

thesa were coded for. rather imprecisely (possibly by only 

·two different bases instead of the pre~ent four). Probably 
.. 
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the .whole of the code then available was used, "even for these 

few-amino acids, so ·that each amino acid was coded for by a 

large number of codons. 

. I 
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At this'stage, it is obvious that the .. proteins" 

made·under the instructions of this crude code were themselves 

crude arid can have had only a poorly defined structure. The 

final stage in the evolution of the code consisted of an 

increase in the precision of recognition and the introduction 

of ne,w amino acids. Each new amino acid, would have needed 

a new transfer RNA, which was probably derived from an 

existing transfer RNA and might thus continue to recognize 

its 11 0ld" codon. For this reason it would have been an 

advantage if the "new 11 amino acid was like the "old" amino 

acid, since this would minimize the disruption caused by its 

insertion into a protein instead of the "old" amino acid. 

Thus, · t'rans fer RNA's with similar codons would tend to carry 

similar amino acids which is what is observed today. 

As this 11 bootstrap 11 process continued, more amino 

acids being made use of and the coding process becoming more 

sophisticated, the proteins made would have become increasingly 

complex and increasingly susceptible to further coding changes. 

At a very early time, when the proteins were crude, the 

introduction of new amino acids could be tolerated. But 

the point would come where any further additions would have 

disrupted too many proteins. At this stage the code was 

frozen. According to this theory many of the present features 

of the system like there·being 20 amino acids are simply 

the result of an accident. Crick calls this theory of the 

code's evolution the ."frozen accident" hypothesis. Its' stress 

all the time is on minimizing the harmful effects of 
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increasing sophistication. In this way he is able to account 

for similar amino acids having similar codons and for the 

code's universality. Once codons were assigned in the 

primordial "organism" from which all life has subsequently 

evolved, changes would have been too damaging to be accommo-

dated. 

But Crick.admits that the frozen accident theory is 

an extreme view. On the other extreme one finds the 

"stereochemical" theory, which "!u;~.~ .i.L Lhat related amino 

acids possess related codons because they must, i.e., there 

is a stereochemical relationship between the two. Both 

Crick and Orgel find· this theory somewhat unattractive 

although they are careful to guard against finding themselves 

too far out on a limb by stressing that "it is essential to 

pursue the stereochemical theory." Crick also admits that 

the frozen accident theory "is too accommodating; in a_ loose 

sort of way it can explain anything." However, he apparently 

feels that this theory is the correct one anyway. 

It should be noted that there exists some experi-" 

mental evidence for the idea that polynucleotides possess 

the ability to replicate themselves with some degree of 

specificity without the help of enzymes·. Some of the 

earliest work was reported by Schramm and coworkers59 who 

found that in the presence Of polyadertylic acid the polymeL·-

ization of uridylic acid by polyphospha.te esters is speeded 

up tenfold. Other work116 in aqueous solutions demonstrated 

.. 
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that polyadenylic acid catalyzed the ~arbodiimide coupling 

of hexathymidylic acid to make a dodecathyniidylic acid (ari 

oiigomer . containing twelve uni·ts) . 
. - . . 

The·.·most ~eceri.t and 
. . . . 

significant.wo~k has beeri done by Orgel and-collaborators. 
. ' . . . . 

They have_demonstrated that polyuridylic acid forms a 

triple helix with adenylic acid (or adenosine} and that this 

structure apparently aligns. the nucleotide (AMP-S') such 

that-when a water-soluble condensing agent is.added a much 

h . h. . . ld f' 1' d 1 . . . . 1·.· d 117,118 h 1g er y1e ·o o 1goa eny ate. 1s ~ea 1z~ . . · T ey 

have. shown.t~at while polyuridylic ·acid enhances the yield 

of adenylate pioducts it has little effect·for the other 

nucleo~ides~ Also, polycytidylic acid has no effect on 

· adenylate condensa-tion, but does facilitate both t.he self

condensation of guanosine-5'-pho~phate and the.condehsation 

f . 5' 'h h t 't.h .. 119 h. t 1 o . guanos1ne- -p osp a e Wl guanos1ne •... · T us, a east 

in these cases studied the replication does proceed with 
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spet:ific:ity in accord_with the Watson-Crick base pairing rules. 

However, it is ~pparently not easy to do these experiments 
. . . 

in reverse, .i, .e.', to incorp6.rate the. pyrimidine nucleosides 

·into oligomers on templates.coritai11ing purine nucleosides .. 

This·.is ~rob~~ly ~ue to the fact that organiz~d helices are 

not.formed by.pyrimidine. nucleoside derivatives with· poly

adenylic acid or. polyguanylic .·ac.1Q. ... It· may be possible to use 
. . . .. •' . ' 

aiternatirig:oligonucleotides_to ·demonst:t:'a:te_complete non

enzynlatic r~pliC:'ation .. .' · .. Thmf, t.he evidence for the· theory 

. that non..:.en~ymatic· r~plication of polynuc:::leotides. was an early 

.step in chemical evolution is .encotir.(i.ging. everi. _though .it is : 
. ·.·· 

pot· conclusive as yet •. 
..I· 

. : . . 
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II. REACTIONS OF NUCLEOTIDES WITH· VARIOUS 

CONDEUSING AGENTS 

Since the nucleic acids occupy such a central role in biology, 

their formation on the primitive Earth would be crucial to chemical 
- . 

evolution. ~everal methnns nnw exi~t for polymerizing the nucleoti~e~ 

with the most successful ones employing anhydrous or semi-anily~rous 

conditions; While it seems quite possible that some polymerization of 

nucleotide.s could have occurred under anhydrous conditions on the pre

biotic ~arth, and then have been washed into an ocean or lake by rain 

water, the problem of further polymerization or replication in aqueous 

solution still exists. Furthermore, it is conceivable that most of the 

polymerizations took place in aqueous solution in the first place. In 

any case it is obvious that it would be important to study the dehy~ 

dration condensation reactions of the nucleotides in aqueous solution. 

The reaction of two nucleotides to produce a dinucleotide is not favored 

thermodynami ca 1 iy s i nee the standard free energy is about f6 Ked 1 per 

mole. 56 In contemporary organisms the energy needed for this reaction 

to proceed is supplied by the energy rich pyrophosphate bonds in 

adenosine-5 1 -triphosphate (ATP). However, these reactions with ATP are 

catalyzed by enzymes and coupled ~lith other biochemical reactions so 

that at present there has been no report of ATP being used as an 

energ~ source in chemical evolution studies. It seems likely lhdl 

another source of chemical energy ~oJas used early in chemical evolution 
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···such· as poJyphosphates, cyan ami des or other eriergy-ri ch compounds 

·.that coul q be synthesized under primitive-Earth c'ondi ti·ons. Thus, 

the corrmon sources of energy available on the primitive Earth like 

- h~at, light .~nd i6nizin~ radiation· would be used to produce compounds 

which by -virtue of their chemica): bond energies can p~omote polymeri

_zationreactions, etc. The largest problem in.carrying out these 

re.actions, ~.·, condensing nucleotides, is that one is ac_tually 

doing a dehydration re~ction ~h the presenc~ of water, which is not 

favored thermodynamically .. There are· only a few compounds that have 

. been r.eported to be able to accomp-lish this sort of dehydration con

densation reaction in aqueous solution. Carbamyl. phosphate 120 and 
. . 

. 1 ... d d . . t. . 7 4 , 121 b 1 t 1 . h th . t · severa cyanam1 e. enva 1 ves · · are a e · o accomp 1 s . 1 s o 

. some extent. 

When the present work was started, .one of the few reports of con

. densati on reactions of nucl eoti des in aqueous· -so 1 uti, on was that by 

Naylor and Gilham·, 116· where they ·used spec:ial wa:ter-soluble carbodiimides 

to effect these reactions. Thus, one of the first projects that was 

attempted ·was· to compare the reacti.ons of the nuc: 1 epti des with the water-. . . . . 

soluble carbodi:imides and .the cy~namid.e derivatives.· However, the d{rect . . . . . . . 

dimerization of the .. nu,cleotid~s (e~9·· .•. -9e9~yad~riosine-s'-monophosphate) 

· ·'.h~d·.already·.~een unsucces·s.ful1y tri-ed us,i}l'g th~:~:c~ana~ide derivatives-. 121 
. . · . .'· .. . : ~ ,· . 

Th.is was -not 1:·oo surp·t-is.ing in view of th~ known. t.inreactivity of secon

·dary alcohols·.· Th.e linkage ·of. the naturally occurring dinucleotide is 

5' to 3', so· that 'in this reaction the 3· ·(secondary) alcohol of one 

molecule would .. react with .·the s<phosphate_o-f a·nother. The polymeriza-

ti oh of h_ucl eoti des. with. carbodi j ni_i,d'es '; n' rionaq.ueous. solutions has been 
. ' . . . . . 

.',, .. 
•' . . ~ . 

, : \, ... '•: 

. ... ..... ~ . · .. · 
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.. 122 123.' 
studied in detail by Khorana and co-workers .. '. This reaction 

goes very well in the organic solvents yielding fairly. large oligorilers, 

whereas in aqueous solutions the productsare much·smaller. 

Thus, originally it was thought that the cyanamide derivatives 

·would be able to condense the nucleotides if the nucleotides were 

aligned on a template so ·that the react.ive ends of each molecule would 

be very close to each other. One of thP. reactions· that was envisioned 

was to condense an q.lig:onucleotide with another oligonucleotide where 

. both were temp·Jat~d on .a polynuc.leotide~ Thi.s is essentially the ex

periment that Naylor and ~ilhamll 6 carried out with water:-soluble 

carbodiinlides~ where .. they demonstrated that polyade.nylic acid had to 

complex with hexathymi.dylate before 'the thymidine oligomer could self

condense. Since the cyanamide derivatives are chemically such simpler 

compounds than the fafrly complP.X water-soluble carbodiimides, they i:tr'f:! 

more re.levant·to chemical evolution syntheses, Le:., they would be much 
' ' 

more likely tl) hdv~ Ll!:!~n pres·ent in ·significant amounts on the primitiv~ 

Earth.· However·, before trying the re·actions with the oligonucleotide·s~ 

which are difficult to obtai.n, i.t w~s thought to test the. reactivity of 

the cyan ami de uer·i v.ati ves 1 n severa 1 other sta~dard nucleotide reactions. 

Twu of these react1 ons are the forniati on of th_e 2': 3' -cyclic phosphate 

t'rom the 2' or 3'-mon~n~cleotfde~ an.d· the reaction of AMP-5' \'lith a 

· prim·ary alcohol. ·Both of,these·reactions have been carried out with 

. carbodiimides in 'both aqueous and 'non-aqueous solvent syst~ms.· 
. . 

The mechanisri1 of the· carbodiimide mediated esterificat'ion of the 

monophosphat~s·is illust.rated·inJ·ig.·3 for the reaction of uridine-·· 

2'.,3'-monophosphate (UMP-2' ,3'·)~ · The fi.rst step is· the· addition of OH 

across ·the carbon doub 1 e-bond nitrogen, where _the H probab iy adds to the 

; . 
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nitrogen first. The attack of the phosphoryl oxygen on the carbon of 

the carbodiimide results in the formation of an o-phosphorylisourea 

intermediate. 128 This intermediate is highly unstable and has never 

. been is.olated in the reactions of phosphates w.ith carbodiimides. The 

final step in -the reaction is the nucleophilic attack of the alcohol 

on the phosphorous· atom Which ·gives the fi ve-mernbered cyclic phosphate. 

In the case of·the fiv.e membered cyclic phosphate the reaction can 

proceed further w-ith dicyclohexylcarbodiimide in ·aqueous pyridine to 
. . 

give the N-'-phosphoryl urea. 129 This product is not formed when tri-n-

butylamine is· present or.when other carbodiimides.are used. Also, the 

N-phosphoryl ureas are not observed with the six- or .seven-membered 

cyclic phosphates. 

A. Reactions of UMP-2.• ,3• 

Thereactionof UMP-2•,3• with carbodiimides has.been studied in 

detail in organic or partially· organic solvents, as h~s b~en mentioned. 128 • 

120 • 130 More recently, this· same reaction has. been examined in completely 

aqueous solution usingwate~-soluble carbodiimides, 116 and it was found 

.that the yie.lds. of the 2• :3•-cyclic phosphate were very high. This is 

a clear indication that the hydroxyl next to the phosphate is in very 

close proximity since it competes quite effective·ly for the activated 
. . . " . . . . 

intenriediate against a large ·excess of water. Sheehan and co-workers 121 •132 

. . . . 

had first synthesized the aCid-soluble andwater.-soluble carbodiimides for 

use in peptjde·synthesis since the by-productureas and acylureas can be 

easily removed by washing with dilute acid or water. This is an advan-.. 

tage over the more commonly used di cycl ohexyl- and di isopropyl carbo.di i-
. 133 

mi des, s i nee· the corresponding ureas and acyl ureas · of these compounds 
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frequently have so 1 u~il ity properties similar to the pepti des, render

ing separation of th~ products difficult. 

The structures, names and abbreviations of the water-soluble car-

bodiimides and other compounds used as.condensing agents are given in 

Fig. 4. Chronologically~ \1Jith .the carbodiimides, the cyclohexyi~lorpho

linylcarbodiimide (CMC) was first used in this work since it was easily 

ava.ilable .. ·This was replaced :bY the ethyldimeth.vlaminopropylcarbo

diimide (EPC) since EPC gave higheryields of reactjon products than 

CMC. The EPC was subsequently displaced in favor of the uncharged 

water-so 1 ub 1 e .carbodi i mi·de, 1 ,3-bi s-methoxyethyl carbodi imide (MEC) 

for the study of the interactions of nucleotides and polypeptides,·. 

which will be dis~ussed later. 

Thus~ since the reaction of UMP-2 1 ,3 1 was one of the first reactions 

studied,. thecarbodfimide used was CMC. The UMP:..2•:3 1 was formed in .a . ' . 

54% yield f~om t.he reaction of 14C-UMP-2' ,3 1 (0.01 ~) and CMC (0.05 !:!) 

at ·PH 6. · The products were sepat·ated by paper chromatography and the 

autoradiogram is depicted_·; n Fig. 5. The UMP-2' : 3' was i denti fi ed by 
. . 

co-:chromatography with corrmer_cially available UMP-3' :3' and by_ its base 
. . . 

catalyzed hydrolysis back to UMP-2 1 ,3~-. 

However,· under these same conditions, i.e., five-fold excess of 
.. 

condensing agent, pH_6, room temperature, and reaction· ti.me of about 

one day,· sodi urn di cyan ami de (DCA) produced no observab 1 e reaction. A-l

though DCA has been reported to be the niost reactive of the cyanamide 

derivatives/4 thi5 result is not too surJ.Jr·ising s-ince these derlVatives 

re~ct best ~t low pH's: Unfort~nately, this particular reaction could 

··not be easily run at lower pH'-s since the five-membered cyclic phosphate is 
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1- eye 1 ohexyl-3- {2-morpho 1 i nyl- ( 4) -ethyl) 

carbodiimide rnetho-E_-toluenesulfonate (CMC) 

CH 3 
I+ -

CH3 cH2 -N=C=N-CH2 cH2 cH 2~~ -H Cl 

CH 3 

l~ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide 

hydrochloride (EPC) 

1:3 
CH 3CH 2-N=C=N-CH2 cH2 cH 2 -~ -CH3 I~ 

CH3 
1-ethyl-3-{3-dimethylaminopropvl)carbodiimide 

methoiodide (EPC·Mei) 

1 ,3-bi s- (2-methoxyethyl) carbodi imide (MEC) 

NH -C=NH 
2 I 

NH 
I c=N 

Dicvandiamide {DCDA) 

Cyanamide (CA) 

N:C-N-C=N 

Sodium dicvanamide 

(DCA) 

N=c-c~c-H 

Cyanoacetylene 

Figure 4. Chemical compounds used to effect dehydration condensation 

reactions in aqueous solution. 
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UMP-2',3' 

UMP-2': 3' 

~ 

~ 

n-BuO~-(~): HOAc ~l) :_H20 (5) 
X BB 701-407 

Figure 5. Autoradiogram of the chromatogram for the reaction of 
14 ' C-UMP-2, 3 and CMC. 
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very labile, and is readily hydrolyzed back to the 2' ,3'-phosphate mix

ture in dilute acid media. The order of stability of the cyclic 

phosphates is as follows: 130 the seven-membered cyclic phosphate is 

about as stable as the acyclic phosphodiester, which is slightly more 

stable than the six-membered cyclic phosphate, which in turn is much 

more stable (106 to 107 times in alkali) than the five-membered cyclic 

phosphate. As an example of the stability of a typical six-membered 

cyclic phosphate, adenosine.-3' :5'-cyclic phosphate has a half-life of 

30 minutes in 1 M Hcl · at 100°C. 

Thus, the reaction of the 2' ,3'-nucleotides was not studied in any 

further detail since another model nucleotide reaction existed which 

could be studied at various pH's. This is the esterification of AMP-5', 

which will be discussed next. 

It should be noted here that sodium dicyanamide was also examined 

for condensing ability with AMP-2' ,3', with AMP-5', and with AMP-5' and 

adenosine with no reaction observed. 

However, more recently Lohrmann and Orgel 135 have studied phosphory-

lations in aqueous solution u-sing a nurmer of plausible prebiotic con

densing agents which include cyanogen, cyanoformamide, cyanate, cyanamide, 

thioformate, ethylisocyanide, and a water-soluble carbodiimide for com-

parison. The reactions studied were the formation of UMP-5' from 

uridine and phosphate and the cyclization of UMP-2' ,3'. They found 

that cyanamide would give the UMP-5' product in about a 2% yield after 

heating the reaction mixture for 30 days at 65°C. More important, they 

also showed that cyanamide would cyclize UMP-2' ,3' in about a 40% yield 

after running the reaction fur Len days at 37°C. From this study these 

authors 135 concluded that the most plausible "prebiotic" condensing 
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agents now avai 1 ab 1 e are cyanogen and cyanoformami de, but that cyana

mide and dicyandiamide should also be considered carefully. 

B. Reaction of Adenosine-5'-Monophosphate with Ethanol . 

The reaction of ethanol with AMP-5' in aqueous solution was thought 

to be a good model system for the polymerization of the nucleotides . 

. The similarity between the two systems is that they both involve the 

formation of a phosphodiester linkage. One of the differences is that 

in thP polynucleotide system the reaction is with r1 ~'-o..;11Uar alcohol 

(secondary a 1 coho 1) and monophosphate, whereas in the other reaction 

the primary alcohol, ethanol, is reacting with the monophosphate. 

However, the reaction of AMP-5' and ethanol was studied first using a 

water-soluble carbodiimide and the three cyanamide derivatives since 

this reaction gives very high yields of the ethylphosphodiester when a 

large excess of ethanol is present. The idea was that if the cyanamide 

derivatives could promote this renr.tion then they could be u5ed to 

promote nucleotide or oligonucleotide self-condensation on a templnte. 

On the other hand, if they caul d not promote this reaction fairly readily 

then they would not be expected to promote internucleotidc condensations 

even if the nucleotides were templated. 

The reaction of AMP-5', ethanol and carbodiimide is illustrated in 

Fig. 6. For this reaction the ethano 1 is approxi rna te ly 7 !:! and the 

carbodiimide concentration is five times that of AMP-5'. Since the 

adenosine-5'-ethylphosphate would be expected to be as stable a5 other 

phosphodiesters, this reaction was studied at vnrious pH values of 1, 

3, 6 and 8.5. The results of this study using the cyclohexylethylmorpho

linylcarbodiimide are presented in Table I. The reaction gives the best 
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Figure 6. Reaction of AMP-5', ethanol, and carbodiimide. 
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Table I. Reaction of AMP-5', aqueous ethanol (7 M) and cyclohexyl-

ethylmorpholinylcarbodiimide (CMC). 

pH 5' -AMP % Yield of Reaction time Other 
moles/liter adenosine-5'- in hours products 

ethyl phosphate 

0.05 2 24 

3 0.05 27 24 

6 0.05 82 24 

6 0.014 53 72 2% 

8.5 0.014 10 72 12% 

yields of product at pH 6, which is in agreement with literature re

ports116 for the optimum pH value for carbodiimide_ mediated phosphate 

condensations. At lower and higher ·pH ' s the carbodiimide is probably 

being hydrolyzed more rapidly so that the nucleotide cannot compete as 

well for the carbodiimide. The carbodiimides in general are readily 

hydrolyzed in either acidic or basic media. 77 This same reaction was 

examined using cyanamide, sodium dicyanamide, and dicyandiamide as 

potential condensing agents at various pH's. Fig .. 7 shows an auto

radiogram with the comparison of the condensing agents, the cyanamide 

derivatives and carbodiimide, in this reaction at pH 6 and a reaction 

time of 72 hours. 

Cyanamide and its derivatives gave no reaction at pH 3 or above. 

But at . pH 1 both cyan ami de and di cyandi ami de formed a pr.oduct in 35% 

and 39% yield, respectively. In- both cases the new product had the 

sanie Rf. However, it was apparent that this new product was not the 
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Figure 7. Autoradiogram of the chromatogram of the reaction of an 
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aqueous solution (pH 6) of C-AMP-5 (0.014 M), ethanol 

('I M), and varwus condensing agents (0.07 M.). 

1 - no agent added; 2 - cyanamide; 3 - Na Dicyanamide; 

'1 - dicyandiamide; 5 - CMC. 
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adenosi ne-5' -ethyl phosphate·, si nee their Rf va 1 ues were vastly different. 

The ethyl phosphate has a higher Rf (0.70) than AMP:-5' (0.30) in an 

ethanol:l ~ NH40Ac.(7:3) solvent system, whereas the new product has a 

lower Rf (0.20) than that of AMP-5'. It was concluded that this new 

product did not contain ,ethanol since it also resulted from an aqueous 

mixture of AMP-5 • and OCDA without ethano 1 present. The new compound 

with low Rf was shown to contain both AMP-5' and DCDA by running the 

same experimentagain, but this time having the 14c-label in the OCDA. 

The 14c spot on the X-ray film was in the same position relative to 

AMP-5'. as it had been when 14C-AMP-5' had been used. Shadowgrams made 

from. the paper chromatograms showed that this new product absorbed UV 

ltght, and ·also indicated the position of unreacted AMP~5· when it was 

unlabeled. This .new product which contained both AMP-5' and DCDA 

probably results from the reaction of DCDA with either the heterocyclic 

base or the ribose hydroxyls' of AMP-5' and not the phosphate group. 

If the phosphate group were involved in the reaction the Rf of the com

pound wriuld be much higher .. 

In the reactions using ·14c-labeled DCDA there also appeared to be 

a compound resulti.ng from the reaction of DCDA and ethanol. This pro

duct was not present in the reaction without ethanol, and it did not 

absorb UV light. It gave a 14c $pot on X-ray film only with 14c-labeled 

DCDA, and had a higher Rf ·(0·.90) than OCDA (0.80). ·Sodi.um dicyanamide 

did not appear to promote any reaction with the 14C-AMP:;.;5' , even at pH l. 

One other condensing agent _was studied i ri this r·eacti on somewhat 

later, and this was cyanoacetyleile. This compound had been reported137 

to be a major product resulting from electrical discharges through a . ' ' 

number of gases and gas mixtures, i ncl udi ng hydrogen cyaniide, cyanogen 
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and acetylene, hydrogen. cyanide and acetylene, and methane and nftrogen. 

In these cases, cyanoacetylene was the most abundant volatile. nitrogen-

iJ7 containing compound other than HCN. It was then demonstrated that 

cyanoacetyl ene under appropriate reaction conditfons (reaction with 

NH4CN) can yield asparagine, aspartic acid, and cytosine. 

Si nee cyanoacetyl ene possesses a doubly-unsaturated (acetyl eni c) . 

center, it should be able· to promote dehydration condensation reactions. 

This expectation is reinforced by its relationship to ethoxyacetylene, 

which is known to promote the formation of peptides from amino acids 138- 140 

and of anhydrides froni carbo~ylic.acids. 141 Cyanoacetylene has been 

shown to react with inorganic phosphate to give cyanovinyl phosphate. 142 . 

The cyanovinyl phosphate has then been used as a phosphorylating agent 

in the conversion of uri dine to uri dire monophosphate and phosphate to 

pyrophosphate. 

Cyanoacetylene is not available commercially and was prepared by a 
. . 143 

modified procedure of Moureu and Bongrand, illustrated in Equations 

1-3. 

H-C:C-C02Et 

0 
. " H-C:C-C-:NH2 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 
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The reaction of AMP-5'.and ethanol with cyanoacetylene .. was studied 

at various pH's also. At pH 8.5 several products were formed but their 

yield was so small (about 1%) that this study was not pursued further. 

From the results of these experiments a ·major decision was made. 

This decision was to study the reactions of the nucleotides with the 

carbodiimides, ·since the cyanamide derivatives did not appear to be 

able to give satisfactory reactions. However, in view of Lohrmann and 

Orge 1' s 135 work showing .th~t cy'anami de can produce UMP-2' :.3' .from UMP

.2' ,3' it is now thought probable that cyanamide could also produce the 

adenosine-5'-ethylphosphate 1n the reactions just studied, when this 

reaction ·is carried out under much longer reaction times and with 

heating. Even if this were the case these derivatives would not be 

satisfactory to use to promote templated condensation reactions si'nce 

this type of reaction.us~ally requires low temperatures, .£.:._9_., the poly

nucleotides interact the strongest at low temperatures, about 0°C, and 

at higher temperatures this interaction ceases to exist as the.double 

helix is "melted out". The interaction of smaller oligonucleotides with 

polynucleotides is even more sensitive to temperature increases, where 

"me 1 ti ng out" temperatures are in the 5-306 C rcmge. 116 

The adenosine-5'-ethylpho~phate which had been synthesized and 

· i denti fi ed by other workers 116 ~as i denti fi ed in these experiments by 

its reaction with. snake venom phosphociiesterase to give AMP-5' and by 

changing the 14c-label fromAMP-5' to the alcohol. When this reaction 

was studied furthe~ at ·low~r concentrations of.ethanol and higher con

centrations uf carbodiim1d~ 1t was discovered that add1tional reaction 

products were formed. · This came about when the two water-soluble carbo

diimides, tyclohexylethylmorpholinyl (CMC)- and ethyldimethylaminopropyl-
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carbodi imide (EPC), were compared with respect to their abi 1 i ty. to 

promote the esterification of AMP-5'. One of the additional products 
5' . 

formed was the symmetrical diadenosine pyrophosphate (A ppA), and it 

·was demonstrated that at pH's higher than 7 this was the major product 

in spite of the· large excess of ethan.ol present. This is probably due· 

to the increased amount of phosphate dianion present which would be a 

much stron·ger nucleophile. The pKA's of AMP-5' are approximately i 

and 6.5. 56 The smaller water-soluble carbodiimide, EPC, gave much· 

better yields of both the adenosine-5'-ethylphosphate (20%) arid the 
5' A ppA (40%) .. than CMC, which gave the products in 10 and 13% yields, 

respectively. Thus, ·in the next section the reactions of AMP-5' and 

EPC under variou~ conditions·will be discussed. 

It should be mentioned agaih that the water-soluble carbodiimides 

in general are not very plausible primitive Earth type condensing agents 

because of their complexity. However, these compounds were used be

cause they ·react much faster. and· give much. better yields of products 

than the usual prebiotic condensing agents. The carbodiimides probably 

r-edd by a mechan1sm similar to that of the cyanamide derivat.ives and 

could be used as a model for condensing agents in general--i.e., what 

the carbodiimides can do very well in a short time the other condensing 

agents qm do possibly less we 11 under more severe reaction conditions 

an.d longer times. Finally, it i"s not impro"bable that some simpler 

types of carbodiimides, such as 1,3-bis-dimethylcarbodiimide, could 
. - . . . 

have been formed under primitive Earth conditions, although this has 

not been reported. 
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C. The Reaction of Adenosine-5'-Monophosphate with Water-Soluble 

·Carbodiimides 

Since the reaction of AMP-5.' with the carbodiimides in aqueous 

solution gave diadenosine pyrophosphate (Fig. 8) as a major product 

even with some ethanol' present, it was thought· that it would be worth-

. whi-le to study the reactions of just the nucleotide and carbodiimfde. 

One of the reaso11s for doing this was that· we had hoped to eventu~ lly 

show ~ templating interaction between the mononucleotide and its com

plementary polynucleotide, in this case between AMP-5' and polyuridylic· 

acid ... It was predicted that :this templ ati hg mechanism waul d serve to 

orient the mononucleotides on the polymer such that when the condensing 

agent was.added the polymerization of the monomer would be facilitated. 

Th·is is essentially what Naylor.and Gilham116 had already done using 

thymidine oligonucleotides and pulydc.lenylfc ac1d. However, they could 

not detect any interaction between the oligomer and the polymer when 

. 136 th·e oligomer was four units long or less .. - M1les and coworkers have 

reported that they could find no evidence for interaction of Af1P-5' 

and polyuridylic acid under conditions where GOmplexes having helical 

structures were formed with adenosine and adenine. Thus, this problem 

of the. templated replication of ~olynucleotides was not simple at the 

start. But before the. replication problem could be attacked~ the 

reaction of Ai"'P-5' with the water-soluble carbodiimides .had to be 

··studied in detail. 

Thts reaction was carried out using the four water-soluble carbo-

diimides, CMC, EPC, EPC·Mei, and. t1EC (see 'Fi-g. 4) .. CMC and EPC are 

commercially available. EPC·Me! ·was synthesized from EPG as illustrated 

in Equation 4. 
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EPC . 

·CW 
13 
+ CH CH -N=C=N-(CH ) -N -CH I 

~ 2 2 3 ., 3 

CH 3 

EPC·Mei 

(4) 

The symmetrfcal. bis-methoxyethylcarbodiimide was synthesized according 

to Equat1ons 5 and &~ 

(5) 

The carbodiimides CMC., EPC·Mei, and.'E:PC are related in that they 

are all very W.atcr···SOluble by Virtue of.the positively-charged quater

nary ammonium group. Thus, they were all expected to give quite similar 

reatttons with AMP-5'. In fact, the EPC·Mel was synthesized 14c-labeled 

14 . 
·by Equation 4 using · C-CH

3
I, in the expectat1on that it would react 

like EPC. This was done because the EPC·Mer- 14c could be synthesized 

. very easily, whereas to synthesize the EPc- 14c would have been a major 

undertaking. However, it turns out that EPC is somewhat different 

than EPC-Mei and CMC in that it reacts with AMP-5' to give A
51

ppA in 

such larger yields. Undet' the sauie conditions, AMP-5' (0.025 !1_) at 

pH 7.5, reacts with EPC to give A
51

ppA in more. than 40% yield, wheteds 

· CMC and EPC·Mei give only about a 5% yiel.d with a ten-fold excess of 
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the condensing agent. CMC and EPC·Mei both formed more side products 

which are thought to be adducts containing both.AMP-5• and carbodiimide. 
. . 

The uniq~eriess of EPC as a condensing agent is probably due, at least 

in part, to fhe fact that it can exist in several tautomeric.forms. 
132 . 

(Fig. 9). For example, Sheehan and collaborators have·postulated 

that·EPC exists in the carbodiimide form in chloroform solutions, but 

in the solid state as the non-carbodiimide tautomers. 

. ' 

Figure 9. Tautomers of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)c~rbodiimide · 

hYdrochloride ( EPC). · 

The evidence for this is the infrared spectra, 132 where in chloroform 
. . . 

solution one finds the characteristic carbodiimide absorption band at 

2130 cm-l, and in nujol·· or KBr suspensions this band is abs.ent. In the 

crystalline state there are two other absorption bands at 3250 cm-: 1 and 

;· 
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1700 cm-l whi~h are characteristic of the -NH- and -C=N-, respectively. 

These observations have been verified in this laboratory. 

In iater experiments the reactions of EPC and MEC with AMP-s• 
. s· 

were compared, and it:was again found that EPC gave much mor~ A .. ppA 

(20%) than MEC (S%). The autoradiograms of the chromatograms from the 

reaction of AMP-s• and EPC and MEC are shown in Fig. tO and Fig. 11, 

res.pecti ve ly .. 

The reaction of AMP-S • and EPC was studied as a function of pH,· 

ahd it was found tl1ctl Lhe.best yields of diadenosine pyrophosphate 

were obtained around pH 5 to 6. This is about the same pH for optimum 

yields as in the esterification of AMP-s•. The kinetics of this reaction 

were also studied. For this study the reaction was run in an ice bath 

at 0°C and aliquots were withdrawn and spotted on chromatography paper 

at various time intervals. ·The reaction turns out to be very fast and 

is about 90% complete in S minutes or less. The product distribution 

changes very little after that; even after several days t·ime. 

The reaction of AMP-5 • and EPC wa.s carried out at ·neutra 1 pH with 

varying amounts of EPC added. The. results of this study are presented 

in Table II. After the molar ratio of· EPC to AMP-5 1 reaches 10 there 

is very little increase in the amount of As• ppA produced by increasing 

this· ratio further. However, the amounts of side products tends to 

increase. These products are thought to be adducts between the carbo

diimide and AMP-s• by virtue of their high Rt's· 

The· di a de nos i ne pyrophosphate formed in this reaction was· i dent{-
. s· 

fied by co-chromatography with an authentic.sample of A ppA, and by 

basic and acidic hydrolysis back to AMP-5 1
• The A

51
ppA used as a 
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Figure 10. Autoradiogram of the chromatogram from the reaction 
I 

of AMP-S and EPC. 
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Table II. Percent yi e 1 d of products from the reaction of 14c-AMP-5' 

(0.025 !i) and EPC. 

Molar ratio 5' Other 
EPC/AMP AMP-5' A ppA X products 

0.25 98.7 1.3 

0.50 96.8 2.9 0.3 

1.00 92.5 6.6 0.9 

10.0 41.8 40.5 10.1 7.6 
* 20.0 31.1 43.2 10.4 15.3 

*EPC was added in two equal portions 24 hours apart. 

standard was synthesized according to a literature procedure144 from 

the reaction of AMP-5' , di cyclohexyl carbodi imide, and n-Bu 3N in anhy

drous pyridine. 

In the synthesis of oligonucleotides from 5'-nucleotides and carbo

di imi des in anhydrous pyridine, it was demonstrated that the symmetri ca 1 

dinucleoside pyrophosphate was formed first and the linear oligonucleo

tide later. 144 ,145 In the reaction of thymidine-5'-monophosphate these 

oligonucleotides have been isolated. and characterized up to the unde

camer [(pT) 11 ]. 145 In these reactions the dinucleoside pyrophosphate 

is the on.ly product formed when tri -n-butyl amine is present. The 

mechanism of the dicyclohexylcarbodiimide-mediated polymerization of 

nucleotides is still unknown, 77 although several attempts have been 

made to account for it. 146- 148 Khorana and collaborators 148 have sug

gested that the . reaction probably proceeds through meta- or polyphos-

phate intermediates. 
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With this information in mind, it was thought that the diadenosine 

pyrophosphate product which was formed from the reaction of AMP-5 1 in 

aqueous solution might be reacted further to give higher oligomers. 
51 

However, all attempts to do this were unsuccessful. For example, A ppA 

did not appear to react with EPC nor to react with 32P-TMP-5 1 in the 

presence of EPC. 

Compound X (Fig. 10) which is formed from the reaction of AMP-5 1 

and EPC in thP second largest yield WilS initially Ll1uuyhL to be a tr1mer 

of AMP-5. This compound is quite unstable and breaks down (probably by 

hydrolysis) to give X (53%), AMP-5 1 (43%) and A
51

ppA (4%) under the mild 

conditions of elution and re-chromatography. Compound X could be some 

sort of meta- or polyphosphate intermediate but this seems a bit doubtfuJ 
51 

since A ppA would not react further. It seems more likely that this 

product is an unstable adduct between the EPC and AMP-5 1. 

The reaction of 14c-AMP-5 1 with EPC was carried out using a large 

amount of radioactivity in an attempt to detect the natural dimer, pApA. 

In this experiment the products were reacted with alkaline phosphatase, 

which cleaves monophosphates to alcohols and inorganic phosphate. The 

r~sulting · products were then co-chrnmatographed with standilrd ApA which 

is commercially available. In this way any pApA that resulted from the 

initial reaction would be enzymatically hydrolyzed to ApA which could 

be identified by its coincidence with the standard ApA. Figure 12 shows 

this coincidence of the 14c-ApA which appears on the X-ray film and the 

standard ApA, the position and shape of which appear on the shadowgram. 

Both the autoradiogram and shadowgram were made from the same paper thilt 

the 14c-products and standard ApA were co-chromatographed on (see the 
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Experimental Section for further details of this technique). The pApA 

was formed in about 0.4% yield and was identified in this way. The 
14C-ApA was further characterized by reacting it ~ith snake venom phos

phodiesterase to give AMP-5' and adenosine. The internucleotide linkage 

is unspecified as to whether it is 2'-5' or 3'-5'. The overall reactions 

for the identification of pApA are given in Equation 7. 

alkaline snake venom 
pApA ApA pA + A (7) 

phosphodiesterase 

It was at about this stage in this work when the first of the papers 

from Orgel's laboratory117- 119 appeared on the non-enzymatic replication 

of polynucleotides. This work was discussed in the latter part of the 

first section. What these workers have done is to show that polyuridylic 

acid forms a stable three-stranded helix with AMP-5' and that this com-

plex greatly facilitates the condensation of AMP with the commercially 

available EPC. This same catalysis has been shown to exist with poly

cytidylic acid and guanosine-5'-monophosphate, but has yet to be demon

strated with the pyrimidine nucleotides and purine polynucleotides--the 

problem being that stable complexes between them are difficult to form. 

However, this will probably be worked out, so that the idea of non

enzymatic replication of polynucleotides on the primitive Earth will 

have substantial experimental support. 

Since the work on the polynucleotide replication had already been 

started in Orgel's lnborntory, the research effort changed directions 

at this point. The new direction was towards finding experimental 
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evidence fo~ interactions between the nucleic acid and polypeptide 

systems. These experiments are discussed in the following section. 

D. Reactions of Adenosine-5•-Monophosphate iri the Presence of Poly

peptides 

Fo.r life to have evoived from non-living matter a great many events 

must have occurred. It s:hould be possible to reproduce many of these 

events in the laboratory under conditions believed to have existed on 

the prebiotic Earth. This has been accomplished for the synthesis of 

many biomonomers and biopolymers. However, in the more advanced stages 

of cheini ca 1 evolution most of the necessary events have not been repro

duced in the laboratory with the notable exceptions of the formation of 

membrane-like structures and possible non-enzymatic polynucleotide 

replication. Probably one of the most important questions in chemical 

evolution at this time is how the genetic code originated. That is, how 

did the present relationship of the polynucleotides and polypeptides 

evolve, wherein the polynucleotides direct polypeptide synthesis via a 

complex series of enzymatic steps. The gen~tic code appears to be uni

versal, so that the question of why a particular codon codes for one 

amino acid and no other is a major part of the above question. 

There are two extreme views on the genetic codes evolution, one 

being that it was an accident that any ·particular codon codes for a 

specific ami no acid and the other that each codon and its ami no acid 

are related stereochemically (see Chapter I for a detailed discussion). 

The 11 frozen accident11 theory has it that the codon for a particular 

am1no ac1d was assigned by chance and that.this particular assignment 
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was then frozen since any later change would be lethal to the system 

in which it arose. According to the stereochemical view the assignment 

of a· particular codon to an ami no acid was the result of the interaction 

of'this amino acid with the codon--i.e., this amino acid interacted 

stereochemically more strongly than the other amino acids with this 

particular codon; With this theory if life evolved somewhere else the 

genetic code would be the same, whereas with the frozen accident theory 

the code would probably be quite different. 

This author feels that the stereochemical theory is more attractive 

·than the "frozen acci dentii theory, a 1 though both are too extreme. It 

seems likely that the genetic code is ·the result of some sort of inter

action between the nucleic acid and amino acid systems since they must 

have interacted in some way initially to have become as intimately 

cou.pled as they ·are now. It also seems probable that the original 

interactions between these systems were not anywhere near selective 

enough to give an ctll-ur·-lloth1ng relationship between· an amino acid 

and its codon. Thus, what is envisioned is that there exists weak 

interactions between the nucleic acid and amino acid systems that are 

slightly select·ive ar1d that w1th the help of enzymes this ·slight selec

tivity has been amplified in the course of evolution to the complete 

specificity that is now observed in the genetic code. 

However, the fact remains that there is really no hard experimental 

evidence that can substantiate one theory or i nva 1 i date the other. r~ost 

of the experiments hdvi11g to do with the interactions of polypeptides 

and polynucleotides have been done with the basic amino acids .and this 

interaction is primarily due to the opposite charges on the two systems. 
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In these systems there appears to be another interaction be~ides the 

primary ionic one, since Leng and Felsenfeld149 have reported that 

poly-L-lysine exhibits an almost perfect selectivity for interaction 

with DNA rich in adenine and thymine as judged by preferential precipi

tation under reversible conditions (1 M NaCl). Thus, polylysine inter

acts in order of decreasing preference with the homopolymer poly ·dA: dT, 

~ mirabilis DNA (62% AT), i:_ ma·rcescens DNA (42% AT),!!:__ lysodeikticus 

DNA (28% AT), and poly dG:dC. Poly-L-arginine's specificity is reversed 

and not as pronounced as that of polylysine--~., polyarginine inter

acts about equally well with the DNA having 40-60% GC, but exhibits a 

slight preference for the DNA of 72% GC, and a marked preference for 

the homopolymer, ·poly dG:dC. These workers have concluded that under 

their conditions these interactions are cooperative, reversible, and 

selective; however, the influence of counter ions in solution is impor-

tant since they reported that the selectivity of polylysine is reversed 

·when 1 M tetramethylammonium chloride was used instead of 1 M NaCl. 

It has also been found150 that there is some selectivity in the 

stabilization of native calf thymus DNA against melting with various 

cationic polypeptides. In this study the polypeptides li.sted in de

creasing order of stabilization are poly-L-ornithine, poli-L-l~sine, 

poly-L-arginine, and poly-L-hom6arginine. This difference in degree 

of stabilization does not appear to be explainable simply on the basis 

of electrostatic neutralization. There is a correlation between the· 

side-chain length and complex stability--i.e., the shorter the side 

chafn, the greater the stabilization, as manifested by a progressive 

increase in melting temperature. This differential st.abilization may 
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be a consequence of steric limitations, of differing hydrophobicity of 

the various side-chains, or different over-all charge density. Analysis 

of the dispersion of hyperchromicity revealed that polyornithine and 

polylysine preferentially stabilize A-T regions, whereas polyarginine 

and polyhomoarginine appear less discriminating. 150 

Other experiments on the interaction of the mononucleotides with 

1 1 . 111 d 1 . . . 11 2 1 th t th 1 t . d . t po y ys1ne an po yarg1n1ne revea a e mononuc eo 1 es 1n er-

act in the order of decreasing strength, GMP > AMP > CMP > UMP. This 

interaction primarily involves the electrostatic neutralization and the 

base stacking interactions of the ionically bound nucleotides. 

Thus, there existed evidence for interactions of the nucleic acids 

and the basic polypeptides so that this appeared to be a good system to 

work with. It was thought that the basic polypeptides would bind the 

mononucleotides in such a wa.y·that when a condensing agP.nt wos added 

the amount of polymerization would be enhanced. The experimental 

approach here was patterned after .that: usetl ·in the experiments on non-

enzymatic polynucleotide:·replication, where it was shown that the con

densation of a mononucleotide was greatly enhanced when it was bound to 

a polynucleotide. These exper·i111ents were carried out With the nucleo

tides in the presence of the polypeptides and with several amino acids 

in the presence of polynucleotides to determine whether either system 

would be catalytic for the other. 

In the first experiments on the condensation reaction~ of AMP-5 1 

in the presence of polypeplitles, the charged water-soluble carbodiimide,· 

othyldimethylaminopro'pyl Cal·bodiimide hytlrochluride (EPC), was used. 

The results of all of these experiments using EPC were negative,..-i .e., 
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no enhancement of condensation products was observed when polypeptide 

was added. The rea.ction of AMP-5' and EPC was studied in the presence 

an~ absence of poly-L-lysine·HBr. The polylysin~ appeared to decrease 
5' the yield of A ppA. Although the free amino groups on polylysine did 

not appear to react appreciably with the AMP-5' in this system it was 

thought-that it would be be~ter to block this group so that it co~ldn't 

react with either the AMP or carbodiimide. 

Th~s, in the secbnd ~eries of experiments a copolymer, poly-L-Phe

L-LYs (1:1), was used, where theE-amino group of lysine had been 

reacted with CH 3I makin.g the tetra-alkylainmonium derivative. After 

reaction ·with methyl ·iodi.de the copolymer was dialyzed. The results of 

the re~ction of AMP-5' an·d EPC in the pre.sence. of copoly-L-Phe-L-Lys-E-· 
+ . . 
N(CH3)3 are presented in Tabte III. The effett of the added copolymer 

is not large , but the yield of A
51

ppA does decrease with increased 

Table III. Reaction of AMP-5' (0.025 M) and EPC (0.125 M) in the presence 
+ 

of copoly-L-Phe-L-Lys-E-N(CH3)3 .- Reaction time was 7 hours 

at pH 7 and 0-6°C. 

% Yield 

. AMP/ Compound 5' Unreacted 
· · Lys X A ppA AMP-5' 

4.3 30.2 . 65.5 

2 5/l 4.0 27.-3 68.7 

3 1/l 4.5 22.0 73.5 

4 l/2 4.5 18.3 77.2 
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amounts of the polypeptide. The copoly-Phe-Lys was used with the ex

pectation that AMP would be bound i oni ca lly to the lysine part and 

the phenylalanine would help to stabilize this complex by interacting 

with the adenine portion of the nucleotide. Several of these copblymers 

are commercially available, but it turns out that when the Phe-to-Lys 

. ratio is 2 or more these polymers are insoluble in water. Many experi

ments of this kind were carried out using EPC as the condensing agent 

with negative results.· One explanation for this could be that the 

addition of a charged .condensing agent was actually disrupting the 

very inter.action that was expected--i.e., that the ionic interaction 

between AMP and lysine was disrupted by EPC. Thus, it was to test this 

possibility that the new uncharged carbodiimide, 1 ,3-bis-(2-methoxyethyl) 

carbodiimide (MEC), was synthesized and used in place o·f EPC. This ex

planation was not completely correct, since it was found that under 

analogous .conditio'ns using MEC the yield of A
51

ppA in the presence of 
+ 

poly-L-Lys-E-N(CH3)3 was about the same as in its absence. 

However, the effect that was expectP.d was finally found using 

somewhat different conditions. !twas known that decreasing the di

electric con~tant of an aqueous solution of polypeptide dnd mononucleo

tide by adding a less polar organic solvent resulted.in precipitation 

of both species. Thus, what was done was to add acetone to the aqueous 

solution of polylysine and AMP-5 1 just short of the point of precipi

tation (about 37% by volume of acetone). Table IV presents the results 

of thesP. experiments. It is apparent that when dl:eLone is present, the 

polylysine (M.W. - 100,000) apparently catalyzes this reaction so that 
·. s• 

the yield,of A ppA is almost double that when it is absent. 

''· 
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Table IV. Reaction of AMP-5' (0.025 M) and MEC (0.125 M) in aqueous 

solution at pH 7. 

% Yield 
* ** s• Acetone Poly-Lys- AMP-S' . Origin . + . A ppA 

e:-:-N(CH 3)3 

1 6.9 92.1 LO 

2 ·. + 6.5 92.0 1.5 

3*** + + 15. 1 81.9 3.1 

4*** + 8.6 90.0 1.4 

* . When acetone was added it was about 37% by volume. 

**Polylysine {M.W ... = 100,000) was add~d so that the lysin~-to-AMP ratio· 

was one. 

***AMP (0.0125· M) and MEC (0.0625 M). 

It is believed that the reason this effect is observed in the 

acetone-water solution is that in this medium the polar compounds, AMP 

and polylysine, are less soluble and more attracted to each other. 

Thus, probably more AMP is bound to polylysine and it is bound more 

ti.ghtly than in the purely aqueous so 1 uti on. This theory is supported 

by experiments with lysine and polyadenylic acid where they precipitate 

in a one-to-one complex {lysine-to-AMP) from a solution of dimethyl

formamide and water (3:1). Other workers 111 •112 have shown that the 

1nononucleotides and basic polypeptides precipitate, usually in a one

to-one'ratio, when the concentration ~s high enough. In these 
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experiments the exact amount of AMP-5' actually bound to the polymer 

is not known, but. it probably is not in a one-to-one ratio since the 

complex would precipitate if it were. However, the increased yield. 

of A5'ppA is believed to result from more AMP being complexed by poly-

lysine in the acetone-water solution. 

It is-still too early to assess the importance.of this result for~ 

chemical evolution. It could be pertinent in that this sort of cata

lysis would facili.tate polynucleotide formation. However, in these 

experiments the effect has only been observed for the formation of the 
. . 5' . 

unnatural dimer, A ppA, although the earliest polynucleotides .probably 

were a mixture of the various types of linkages. The other problem in 

evaluating this ·result is whether the acetone-water solution is similar 

to any sort of microenvironment on the primitive Earth. Since it is 

thought that the main effect of the added acetone is to increase the 

amount of .complexing of AMP to' polylysine, this may be. analogous to 

what would happen inside of a m~mbrane or on some catalytic surface. 

Thus, after many unsuccessful experiments it was found that poly

lysine and AMP-5' do interact under.special conditions so.that the 

self-condensation of AMP-5' is enhanced by the presence of polylysine. 

This effect ·has been demonstrated under conditions not believed to have 

existed on the primitive Earth--i.e., the condensing agent, MEC, is too 

compl~x and the acetone-water solution is an unlikely solvent. However, 

the interaction does exist and this type of catalysis could well have 

been important in an early stage of polynucleotide formation under con

ditions more relevant to chemical evolution. This has yet to be demon

strated under primitive Earth conditions, but the model exists now and 

this should be possible in the future .. 
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E. Sunmary 

A-number of condensing agents that can effect condensation reactions 

in aqueous solution were examined to deter~ine ~hich were the most· 

.effective in reactions with nucleotides. The condensing agents in-

eluded several water-s.olublecarbodiimides, cyanamide and two of its 

derivatives, and cyanoacetylene. In a model reaction of AMP-5' with 

ethanol it was found that only the carbodiirnides gave satisfactory 

yields of the ethyl phosphate ester. In studying the reactions of 
5' AMP-5' with four different carbodiimi des it was found that A ppA was 

formed in the highest yield using EPC (see Fig. 4). The optimum pH 

for these reactions is about 6, and the optimum' ratio of carbodiimide 

to AMP-5' is a five- to tenfold excess. Numerous attempts to demonstrate 

a catalytic effect for the basic polypeptides. on the self-condensation 

of AMP-5' using the charged condensing agent, EPC, were unsuccessful. 

This catalysis was finally found using an uncharged water-soluble car-

bodiimide, MEC, in a solvent syst~m of acetone-water. In this mixed 

solvent (acetone 37%.by volume), AMP-5' reacts with MEC to give A
51

ppA 
+ 

in about a 15% yield in the presence of poly-L-Lys-£-N(CH3)3, whereas 

in the absence of the polypep~ide the yield is 8.6%. 
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F. Experimental Section 

1. · Siandard Procedures for 14c-Labeled CompOunds. 

The 1.4c, 3H, or 32P isotopically labeled compounds used in .these 

experiments were ·usually supplied commercially in a dilute solution of 

either water or a water-a 1 coho 1 mixture. These compounds generally had 

a very high specific activity so that the radioactive (hot) samples had 

to be diluted with non-radioactive (cold) samples. The specific acti

vity is expressed as either the number of millicuries per millimole or 

microcuries per micromole where one microcurie (10-6 curies)· is defined 

as that amount of radioactivity giving 2.220 x 106 disintegrations per 

minute. 127 The usual procedure was to pipette the required amount of 

radioactive sample into a-pear-shaped flask and evaporate this sample 

to dryness on a rotary evaporator. A standard solution of cold compound 

was then prepared at the desired molarity, pH, etc. The cold compound 

was then di re.ctly pi petted into the pear-shaped flask. Usually there 

would be only a sma 11 correction in the fi na 1 mo 1 ari ty of the resulting 

radioactive solution since the initial bot compounds had such a high 

specific activity. 

After the reaction was over one of the methods used to identify 

the products was to add a fairly large amount of a compound which was 

thought to be produced in the reaction. Enough of the standard com

pound was added to permit easy detection by an established method, such 

as spraying or ultraviolet. photography, and an aliquot of the resulting 

mixture was spotted on a sheet of Whatman No. 1 chromatography paper .. 

Two-diinensional chromatograph.v was then carried out. 
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'After the chromatography process was completed and the sheet was 

dried, radioactive ink spots were placed as positional refe~ences at 

selected points on the paper and the chromatogram was folded to the 

size of a standard X-ray film. 

In those experiments where the added standard was UV-absorbi ng, 

pas iti ve contact photographic paper was placed under the chromatogram 

and the. paper i 11 umi nated for about .15 seconds in the dark room. A 

Hanovi a 125 watt type 16200 mercury ultraviolet 1 amp was used at a 

distance of about two feet from the paper which was then developed by 

standard techniques. UV-Absorbing carriers and.the ink spots appeared 

white on a black background. 

Carbon-14 has a half-life of 5770 years and emits a beta-particle 

of 0.156 MeV, making it readily detectable with standard X-ray film. 127 

A sheet of blue-sensitive X-ray film was. placed in juxtaposition with 

the chromatography paper and together both were fitted into a light

tight envelope. After SIJfficient exposure time, the film was withdr·awr1 

in the dark-room and developed by standard techniques. The dried film 

was then placed on top of the contact print made earlier. Alignment 

of the two was achieved by adjusting their positions so that the radio

active reference spots appearing as black marks on the X-ray film were 

directly over the corresponding white marks on the contact print. In 

this manner it was possible to ascertain if one of the radioactive 

products appearing on the film corresponded both in position and shape 

to the Stnnc:larrl outline on the UV contuct print (shadOWyf'i:illl) of the 

same chromatogram. 

.• 
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Those carriers which responded to chemical sprays, such as nin

hydrin for amino acids., were located and compared to the radioactive 

products in a corresponding manner. 

2. Synthesis of Cyanoacetylene. 

Cyanoacetylene was prepared by a modified procedure of Moureu 

and Bongrand. 143 The first step was to add 25 gms of propiolic acid 

(0.36 moles) to 50 ml of methanol and 3 ml of sulfuric acid in a 

250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. This reaction mixture was allowed to stand. 

four days at room temperature and was then refl uxed for half an hour. 

Seven hundred fifty ml of a saturated aiTIIlonium sulfate solution was 

added and the resulting mixture extracted with four 150 ml portions of 

ether. The ether was distilled from the solution leaving the crude 

methylpropi~late as a pale yellow liquid. 

Twenty ml of the methylpropiolate was added to 200 rnl of liquid 

aiTIIlonia in a 500 ml round-bottomed flask cooled in an acetone-dry ice 

bath. The reaction mixture was stirred with a magnetic stirrer for 

four hours and then left overnight in the dry ice bath. All the vola-

tile material was removed by. first warming the flask up to room tem

perature and then drawing a vacuum on it. This. gave the amide of 

propiolic acid as a greyish-white solid. 

Fourteen gms of the impure ami de was added to 100 gms of P 2o5 

and 100 gms of sand in a 500 ml round-bottomed flask. The flask was 

then connected to a. vacuum distillation apparatus and heated to l20°C 

in an oil bath. A vacuum·was applied to the system and cyanoacetylene 

was distilled under a co2 atmosphere. The product was collected in a 
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50 ml round-bottomed flask cooled in an acetone-dry ice bath. The 

overall yield was about 20% based on propiolic acid. 

Cyanoacetylene is ,a colorless liquid which fonns white crystals 

when frozen. It has a melting point of 5°C and boils at 42°C. · The 

compound decomposes slowly in light and air but can be kept for long 

periods of time when frozen. The UV spectrum in 95% ethanol gives 

three maxima at 2.29, 219 and 211 millimicrons. Its infrared spectrum 

showed absorptions at 2070 cm-l for the -C::C- stretching vibration·, 

2270 cm-l for -C::N, and 3320 cm-l for the stretching vibration of the 

acetylenic hydrogen. For the elemental analysis: 

Calculated: C = 70.61%; N = 27.42%; H = 1.96% 

Found: C = 70.43%; N = 27.18%; H = 2.18% 

3. Synthesis of 5'-+5'-Diadenosine Pyrophosphate 
5' The synthesis of the di(tri-n-butylammonium) salt of A ppA was 

· carried out according to a l itcrature procedure 128 that was u~t!d fur 

the synthesis of diuridine pyr-opho:iphute. One gram of AMP-S' (2.88 

rrmo1es) was added to 115 ml of dry pyridfne with·l.4 rnl of tri-n

butylamine. ·To this solution was added 2.72 grams of dicyclohexyl

carbodiimide (13.2 mmoles) and the reaction mixture was allowed to 

stand at room temperature for three days. The solution was then poured 

into a 250 ml round-bottomed flask and evaporated under reduced pres-· 

sure. One hundred ml of water was added to the residue and the mixture 

filtered to remove any carbodiimide and urea present. The filtrate 

was again evaporated under reduced pressure and dried over P2o5. The 

resulting product was chromatographically homogeneous and was identified 

by its hydrolysis back to AMP-5' in O;l.M NaOH. In basic solvent 
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systems (solvent A) A ppA had the same Rf as AMP-5', but in an acidic 

solvent system (solvent F) it had a lower Rf (0~15) than AMP (Rf 0.35). 

Elemental analysis was as follows: 

Calculated: C = 50.51%; H = 7.72%; N = 16. 11%; P = 5.93% 

Found: C = 49.56%; H = 7.70%; N = 15.10%; P = 5.90% 

4; Synthesis of 1-Ethyl-3-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl) Carbodiimide 

Methiodide (EPC·Mei) 

EPC·Mei was prepared from EPC (Cyclo Chemical Co.). Fifteen gms 

of EPC (0.078 moles) were added to 400 ml of diethylether in a 1 liter 

Erlenmeyer flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer. To this suspension 

was added 30 gms of KOH which had been ground up under ether·. The 

reaction mixture was stirred for. one hour while being cooled in an 

ice bath. The solids were removed by filtration and the·ether solution 

dried over Na2so4. The Na2so4 was removed by another filtration step 

and 10 ml of methyl iodide (0.17 moles) was added to the ether solution 

of carbodiimide. A copious white precipitate formed immediat~ly, and 

after letting the reaction proceed overnight the EPC·Mei was collected 

by filtration. The product was recrystallized from chloroform-ethyl 

acetate. Its infrared spectrum showed the 2130 cm-l band characteristic 

·of the -N=C=N- chromophore. Melting point was l06-107°C; literature 

reports 132 106.5 - 107.5°C. Elemental an~lysis was as follows: 

Calculated: C = 36.42%; H = 6.74%; N = 14.15%; I= 42.40% 

Found: C = 36.36%; H = 6.87%; N = 14.42%; I = 42.66% 
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5. Synthesis of Poly-L-Lysine-£~N(CH 3 ) 3 
Poly-L-lysine is available from Pilot Chemicals or t~iles Labora

tories. In this synthesis poly-L-Lys·HBr from Pilot Chemicals was 

used with a molecular weight of· about 100,000. This corresponds to a 

degree of polymerization of about 500. Four hundred eighteen mg of 
I 

polylysine (2 x 10-3 moles of lysine) was dissolved in 20 ml H2o in a 

100 ml Erlenmeyer flask equipped with a magnetic sti·rrer. To th·is 

s·o 1 uti on was added 1 ml of methyl iodide. The methyl iodide was 14c

labeled, but at a very low specific activity (3.12 x 103 dpm/~mole), 

so that the concentration of the final product could be easily deter

mined. The resulting reaction mixture was stirred and 1 r~ NaOH was 

added by pipette~ The reaction could be followed roughly by the amount 

of NaOH added, and appeared to be complete in about five hours. The 

so 1 vent wa~ evaporutcd under reduced pressure. Twenty-Five ml of 

water was added to the solid and the solution was dialyzed against 

0. 2 M NaCl (2 1 i ters) ov~rni qht to remove all the. iodide ions. After 

this dialysis the solution was dialyzed against distilled water for 

2 days. The final solution was concentrated to about 20 ml and the 
+ 

concentration of the poly-L-Lys-£-N(CH3)3 determined to be 0.8 ~moles 

Lys/10>. by measuring the radioactivity of an aliquot of this solution. 

6. Reactions of 8- 14c-AMP-5 1 with Carbodiimides 

a-14c-AMP-5 1 was obtained·from Schwarz BioResearch Co. The sample 

cu.me in a 50% ethanol-water solution drill had a spec1f1c activity·of 
. . 

42.5 mC/rrvnole. The procedure described for this reaction was used in 

most of the other reactions of this type. ·one ml (10 pC) of the AMP-5 1
-

14c solution was added to a 25 ml pear-shaped flask and evaporated to 
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dryness under reduced pressure. Ten ml of a 0.025 M solution of un-. 

labeled AMP-5' was prepared and the pH adjusted to 7. Five hundred A 

of the co 1 d so 1 uti on was added to the dried AMP-5' - 14c in the. pear-: 
-5 . 

shaped flask. 2.4 mg of EPC (1.25 x 10 moles) was then added 

directly to 100 >. of the resulting 14c-AMP-5' (0.025 M) solution and 

the reaction allowed to stand overnight at room temperature. Ten A of 

the reaction mixture was then spotted on Whatman #3 chromatography 

paper. Two dimensional paper chromatography was then carried out for 

36 hours with solvent A in the long dimension and solvent Fin the 

short dimension. The paper was then exposed to X-ray film as described 

in the first part of this ~ection. 

7 ... Synthesis of 1,3-bis-(2.-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide 

1,3-bis-(2-methoxyethyl) urea was synthesized from the reaction 

of 2-methoxyethylamine and phosgene. The 2-methoxyethylamine (b.p. 91-

920) was distilled from NaOH pellets. Thirty-two gms (0.427 moles) of 

the amine and 100 ml of benzene were added to a 500 ml two-necked 

round-bottomed flask, which was equipped with a magnetic stirrer. 

This mixture was placed in an ice bath and 1.50 ml of a 12.5% phosgene 

in benzene solution (0.214 moles of phosgene) added dropwise, with a 

dropping funnel, to the cold amine solution. The reaction was very 

exothermic. 

After the last addition of phosgene, the solution was refluxed 

for 4 hours. After cooling, 20 gms of NaOH (powdered) was added to 

the solution. The resulting mixture was filtered and the solvent eva

porated under reduced pressure. The residue contained the 1 ,3-bis

(methoxyethyl) urea which was purified by recrystallization from an 
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ether-petroleum ether solution. The final product (10 gms, m.p. 68-

690) was determined to be pure by thin-layer chromatography on silica 

gel with the solvent system acetone (80):benzene (l5):water (5). 

l ,3-bis-(2-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide was prepared from the 1,3-

bis-(2-methoxyethyl) urea by a procedure used by Sheehan and coworkers 132 

to synthesize some other carbodiimides. The urea (35 gms, O.i moles) 

in 600 ml of CH2ct2 and 120 ml of triethylamine was added to a 2-liter 

round-bottomed flask. This solution was cooled to below 5°C and 76.3 gms 

(0.3 mole) of Q_-toluene su'lfonyl chloride in 450 ml of CH 2cl 2added.· 

After this addition, the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room 

temperature and then refluxed 3-4 hours. This solution was extracted 

three times with 300 ml portions of 40% aqueous K2co3 and these por

tions then washed.with CH2c1 2. The CH2c1 2 solutions were combined 

and the solvent evaporated under reduo~d pressure. The residual oil 

remaining was extracted with petroleum ether and the ether solution 

then washed with a sma 11 amount of water to remove a trace of un-

reacted urea still present. The petroleum ether was evaporated under 

reduced pressure and the pure l, 3.-bi s- (methoxyethyl) carbodi imide ob

tained by vacuum distillaLiun, b.p. 70-75°C: at 0.4·rml. The carbo

diimide was shown to be pure by thin-layer chromatography in the 

acetone (80):benzene (15):water (5) solvent system. Rf for the carbo

diimide is 0.85. and Rf for the urea is 0.63 on silica gel. Further 

evidence for the· identity of the compound was provided by the infrared 

·spectrum~ which had a strong absurpt1on at 213U cm- 1, characteristic 

of ca.rbodiimides, and by elemental .analysis. Calculated for 1 ,3-bis

(methoxyethyl) carbodiimide: 
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Calculated: C = 53.10%; N = 17.72%; H = 8.86% 

Found: c = 53.36%; N = 1.7.51%; H = 8.79%· 

The compound was also subjected to gas-liquid chromatography on a S.E. 

30 column and NMR and mass spectra were obtai ned. All of the data 

were consistent with characterization of the compound as the desired 

carbodiimide. 

8. Solvent Systems and Buffers 

A. i-PrOH (70): NH 40H (10) :H20 (20) 

B. 95% EtOH (70):1 M NH40Ac (30) 

C. i-butyric acid (66):2 M NH40H (34) 

D. t-:BuOH (40):methylethylketone (30):fo.nnic acid (ls):H20 (15) 

E. 85% saturated aqueous solution of NH4Hco3, 16 gms/100 ml ;· equili~ 

. ·.brate 16 hours and run 3 hours 

F. n-BuOH (SO):HOAc (20):H20 (30) 

H. n-PrOH (55):NH40H (lO):H20 (35) 

J. n-BuOH (40) :HOAc (10) :H 20 (50) , upper phase only 

K. 95% EtOH (7):H20 (3) 

M .. Acetorie (80):benzene (15):H2o (5) 

N. 95% EtOH (7):NH40H (3) 

P. Benzene · ( 95) :acetone ( 5) 
-. 

R. Acetone (OO):benzene (15):N~40H (5) 

Electrophoresis buffers 

pH 9.2: phosphate borate buffe·r. 120 gms of Na2B4o7·10 :H20 and ·15.24 gms 

·of Na2HP04·7 H2o dissolved in 12 liters of water. 

pH 3: ammonium formate buffer. Add 30 ml of fonnic acid to 4 liters of 

0.05 M ammonium formate (12.61 gms) solution. 
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III. REACTIONS OF AMINO ACIDS WITH VARIOUS 

CONDENSING AGENTS 

A. Introduction 

One of the goals of this work was to determine whether there 

exists interactions between the amino acid and nucleic acid systems 

that could provide a basis for how these two systems were coupled 

together in the evolutionary process to give the final result observed 

now--i.e., the universal genetic code of contemporary living systems. 

The method used in this search for interactions between the systems 

was to condense the monomer of one system in the presence of the polymer 

of the other--~., lysine in the presence of polyadenylic acid. The 

expecta:tion was that the polymP.r wollld exert a catalytic effect on the 

condensation of the monomer. 

However, before this type of experiment could be carried out, a 

condensing agent had to be chosen and the products of its reaction 

with the monomer had to be identified. The condensing agent should 

be one wlrich would react in aqueous solution for two reasons. First, 

because th~ experiments should iimulate conditions that are thought 

to have existed on the primitive Earth--i.e., if interactions between 

the amino acids and nucleic acids were important in chemical evdlution 

they would have taken place in aqueous solution. Also, the polynucleo

tides are quite soluble in Water and quite insoluble. in most aprotic 

organic solvents. 
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Since this work is related to the work with the nucleotides dis-

cussed in the previous section, the logi.cal choice was to continUe 

with the condensing agents that had already been used (Fig. 4). Thus, 

the condensation reactions of amino acids with carb6diimides and th~ 

cyanamide derivatives in aqueous solution were studied. 

Cyanamide and its derivatives, dicyandiamide and sodium dicyana

mide, were first used in simulated primitive Earth experiments as 

condensing agents by Steinman et ~· 70 •74 • 121 ' 134 It was found that 

these compounds can effect dehydration condensation reactions in 

aqueous solution and that this type ·Of reaction gives the best yields 

at lower pH's--~ .• at pH 1 to pH 3. A number of biologically impor

tant linkages have been formed using these compounds--~ .• phosphate 

esters, esters, pyrophosphates and peptide bonds. The reaction that 

gave the highest yields of products and was studied in the most detail 

was that of the amino acids to give peptides. The proposed mechanism 

for the reaction of glycine and sodium dicyanamide (DCA) is illustrated 

in Fig. 13. This reaction is postulated to proceed through a carbo-

diimide intermediate, and this intermediate then gives the expected 

carbodiimide reactions with glycine. _The condensing agent, NaDCA, 

dimeri.zes·in the acid solution and this side reaction is catalyzed by 

the pr1~sence of glycine. 
121 Dicyanamide is a fairly strong acid with a pK of -0.8. The 

crystalline hydrate of DCA can be isolated, but it is somewhat un

stable. 151 
. When DCA is hydrolyzed with one mole of water cyanurea is 

formed, and if it is hydrolyzed further a second mole of water can be 

taken up to give biuret. 152 • 153 Free DCA is difficult to isolate 
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since it tends to polymerize, but it is reasonably stable in solution, 

especially as its sodium salt. It is interesting that whereas DCA is 

a moderately strong acid, its parent compound, cyanamide, is a weak 

b "th d" . t" t t 154 f h . f 10-ll ase w1 a 1ssoc1a 1on cons an o t e order o ·. 

Cyan ami de upon hydrolysis gives urea, but s 1 i ght ly acid aqueous 

soluti~n~ of it are stable for several months. 1 ~5 . Upon standing or 

heating both solid cyanamide and solutions of the compound tend to 

dimerize to give dicyandiamide (DCDA). This dimerization is acce

lerated by both acid andbase with the optimum rate at pH 9.6. 156 Both 

cyan ami de 157 and DCDA 154 when heated form the cyclic trimer of cyan a-

mide, melamine. 

Aqueous so 1 uti ons of DCDA are neutra 1 and decompose very s 1 owly 

with tinie. 154 The hydrolysis of this compound yields guanylurea which 

is a strong base. It has been suggested that because of the electron

withdrawing capacity of the nitrile group of dicyandiamide, the hydrogen 

of the secondary amine would be quite labile in aqueous solution. This 

hydrogen would then be available to satisfy the basicity of the amidi

rrium group, so that the most probable structure of DCDA would be that 

one which contains two amino groups. In addition, since this compound 

displays a high melting-point, salt-like character, and high temperature 

coefficients of solubility in water and alcohol, it may exist to some 

degree as a zwitterion. 160 The X-ray diffraction studies 164 of the 

solid OCDA.have indicated that this compound does not exist in one 

simple chemical structure but is a composite of several structures 

illustrated in Fig. 14. It should be noted that one of the contributing 

forms of DCDA is actually a carbodiimide. This fact would support the 

proposed mect)ani sm of reacti o.n of these compounds. 
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Figure 14. Structures contributing to the overall formulation of 

di.cyandi ami de. 

Chemicals with active hydrogen are known to add dt:ross the nitrile 

group of dicyandia~i-de. 16° Fo.r example, hydrazine reacts with cyano

guanidin~ (DCDA) to give aminobiguanide. 161 DCDA also reacts with 

esters of acetoacetic acid, disubstituted malonic acid, or cyanoacetic 

"d t f . . "d" . . db b"t . "d 158,162,163 ac1 o orm var1 ous pyn m1 1 nes an ar 1 un c ac1 s. . 

1-Amidin.o-0-alkylureas have beenpreparP.d from the reaction of dicyan

diamide and alcohols with copper acetate as a catalyst. 165 

Carbodiimides, as the other class of condensing agents studied, 

have for some time been used routinely as reagents for peptide syn

thesisJ7•166 This type of reaction has generally been carried out with 

high .yields in organic solvents with two suitably protected amino acids, 
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one containing a free carboxyl and the other a free ami no group. The 

major side reaction in ~his synthesis is the formation of the N

acylurea, the amount of which is increased by solvents such as dioxane 

and tetrahydrofuran, 133 •167- 169 or by heating. 170 With aromatic·. 

carbodi i mides and monocarboxyl i c acids the N-acyl urea formation greatly 

predominates. 133 •170- 173 

. . 

Since the reaction conditions are very mild and the acylureas are 

well-defined crystalline compounds~ Zetzsche174 has suggested carbo-

di i mi des as reagents for characterizing carboxylic acids and recommended 

di-(p-dimethylaminophenyl) carbodiimide as the compound most suitable 

for this purpose. 175 •·176 The acid may be regenerated from theN

acylurea by mild alkaline hydrolysis. 

Aliphatic carbodiimides and carboxylic acids normally yield di

substituted l!reas together with acid anhydrides, 177 •178 but afford 

exclusively N-acylureas if organic bases (~.,pyridine or triethyl

amine) are present. 172 •179 •180 ·Thus, gradual addition of carboxylic 

acids to dicyclohexylcarbodiimide in hot pyridine affords the acylurea 

as the main pr·odutt.llO,ll2 

Another possible side reaction which apparently doesn•t take place 

in peptide synthesis is the addition of th~ amino group to the carbo

diimide. Ammonia and amines have been reported to react additively 

with ca.rbodiimides to form the expected di- 181 - 184 and trisubstituted 

guanidines. 

Thus, in the experiments .to be discussed in the .next section where 

the unprotected amino acid is reacted with carbodiimides, several side 

reactions are possible. This type of reaction is somewhat unique in 
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that the us ua 1 procedure for peptide synthesis is to react protected 

amino acids to minimize side reactions and control the desi~ed 

reaction, whereas, when the free amino acid is used these controls are 

absent. Needless to say, the reactions with the free ami no acid are 

more inefficient, and this inefficiency is compounded when the reaction 

is carried out in aqueous solution. The mechanism and possible products 

from this reaction are illustrated in Fig. 15. The reaction is believed 

to proceed through an unstable intermediate, 130 •144 the 0-acylisourea, 

wh1ch may elther rearrange, by way of a cyclic electronic displacement, 

~o the stable N-acylurea, or react with another amino acid to give the 

peptide or: anhydride. Support for this mechanism has been provided by 

tt . 1 t. f l . 0 1 . d b k. t. t d. 191 1e 1so a 1on o a eye 1c -acy 1sourea an y 1ne 1c s u 1es. 
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Dipeptide 

Figure 15. Mechanism and possible products from the reaction of an 

amino acid and carbodiimide. 

,. 
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B. Condensation Reactions of Glycine 

Glycine (Gly) is the simple~t and most abundant of the naturally 

occurring amino acids. Since it has no stde ch~in and is not steri-

cally hindered in this respect it usuallygives higher yields than 

the other amino acids in condensation reactions. It is for this 

reason that glycine has been studied as a model for the condensation 

reactions of amino acids. Glycine has a pKA of 2.35 for the.disso

ciation of its carboxyl group and a pKA of 9.78 for its amino group. 192 

. 192 
Its dimer, glycylglycine, has pKA values of 3.14 and 8.25, so that 

it is apparent that there is a marked change in pK's in going from 

the monomer to the dimer. As a result of this difference in pK's, 

the two compounds are well separated by paper electrophoresis, where-
I 

as, this separation is difficult to accomplish by paper or thin layer 

chromatography. 

1. Reaction with Cyan ami de Derivatives 

Cyanamide, dicyandiamide, and sodium dicyanamide are all able to 

effect dehydration condensat·ion 
1

reactions in aqueous solution. 121 

NaDCA has been reported to be the most effective condensing agent 

with DCDA being less reactive and cyanamide being· the least 

reactive. 74 •121 The reaction of glycine with cyanamide has been 

·studied in detail by Halmann. 72 At pH 6.5, with long reaction times 

·and heating to 60°C he reports ~ields of diglycine of about 1%. How

ever, it is known that the cyanamide derivatives work best at lower 

pH's.70,74,121 
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In the reaction of 14c-glycine (0.1 M) with dicyandiamide (0.5 M) 

at pH 1, glycylglycine was formed in a 7.6% yield after a reaction 

time of one day. The products were separated by low voltage electro

phoresis in a phosphate-borate buffer (pH 9.2). The autoradiogram of 

thP. electropherogram is shown in Figure 16. The resultant 14c-

di glycine was e 1 uted from the paper and co- ch romatographed with 

standard glycylglycine in an Cicidic and n hr~sir. <;Olv~;~nt systwm. 

Figure 17 sho~s that the 14c-compound nn the autoradiogram and the 

ninhydrin color on the paper due· to the standard glycylglycine are 

coinciden~. This confirms the identification of the GlyGly synthe-

sized in the -reaction. 

In another experiment glycine (0.1 M) was reacted with sodium 

dicyanamide (0.5 M) at pH 1. This reaction was carried out under 

the identical conditions of the previous one and the yield of product 

with the same electr-ophoretic mobility as diglycine was about 20%. 

llowever, when t~l'i s. product was co-chromatographed with standard di

glycine it was found that there were several products actually 

present·, Thus, the ovet'all yield of pure dig'iycine using DCA was 

about 6.5%, which is slightly less than that obtained with DCDA. 

The autoradiogram of this reaction is shown in Figure 18. The com

pound. with a higher mobility than diglycine has been identified as 

N-cy'ano-N'-carboxymethylguanidine/4 and it \'las formed in a 32% yield. 

The compound with the lowest mobility (8% yield) has been shown to be 

N-cyano-N'-glycylurea. 74 In this reaction rio triglycine was detected 

as ascertained by two-dimensional co-chromatography of the products 

with sta~dard triglycine. 
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Figure 16. Autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of 

products from the reaction of 
14

C-glycine (0.1 M) and 

DCDA (0. 5 M) at pH 1. 
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A) B) 

Gly Gly 

XBB 702-681 

Autoradiogram and chromatogram showing the coincidence 

of A) 14c -diglycine from the reaction of 
14c -glycine and 

DCDA and B) the ninhydrin color spot .of standard diglycine. 
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Figure 18. Autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of products 

from the reaction of 
14

C-glycine (0.1 M) and NaDCA (0.5 M) 

at pH 1. 
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2. Reaction with Carbodiimides 

It is known that peptide synthesis can take place in aqueous 

solutions using disubstituted carbodiimides. 166 One report states 

that oligomers of glycine up to eight units are formed in this type 

of reaction, and that the best yields are obtained at pH 5 with 

water-soluble carbodiimides. 193 

In the first experiments with glycine ~nct w~tPr-~oluble carbo-

diimides, cyclohexylethylmorpholinyl carbodiimirle (CMC) was used. 

CMC gave diglycine in about a 10% yield at pH 3. In later experi

ments this reaction was studied in more detail using 1 ,3-bis(2-

methoxyethyl) carbodi imide (MEC). It was found that for this 

reaction neither paper chromatography nor paper electrophoresis 

alone gave complete separation of products. The autoradiograms of 

the paper chromatographic and electrophoretic separation of products 

rr·un1 Lhe react1on of 14C-Gly (U.I M) and MEC (0.075 t~) at pH 3 are 

shown in Figures 19 and 2U, respectively. The reaction times were 

one day, as us ua 1 . 

Compound B in Figures 19 and 20 has been identified as the N

glycylurea (Figure 21) of MEC. The evidence for this identification 

is that this compound is hydrolyzed readily under basic conditions 

(0.1 M NuOH) to glycine and the uimethoxyethylurea. N-acyl urea's 

are known to be easily hydrolyzed under mild basic conditions to the 

starting acids and ureas. 77 Also, the fact that this compound has a 

fairly high Rf (0.75) in a basic solvent system and a low mobility 

in electrophpresis in a basic buffer is a good indication that there 
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Figure 19. Autoradiogram of the paper chromatogram from the reaction 

of 14c-g1ycine (0 . 1 M) and MEC (0.075 M) at pH 3. 
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Figure 20. Autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of products 

from the raaction of 14c-glycine (0.1 M) and MEC (0.075 M) 

at pH 3. 
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~ 1- CH 2NH 2 

CH 30cH2cH2-NH-C-N -CH2CH 20CH 3 

Figure 21. N-glycyl-N,N'-bis(2-methoxyethyl) urea. 

is not a free carboxylic acid group present. Finally, 14c-labeled 

MEC was synthesized according to Equations 5 and 6 from 14c-phosgene, 

and reacted with 3H-glycine. The spec i fic activity of 3H-glycine was 

51 times greater than that of the 14c-MEC, to make the simultaneous 

counting of both isotopes on the liquid scintillation counter more 

accurate. Thus, the theoretical value for a product containing one 

mole each of 3H-glycine and 14 c-MEC was 3H; 14c = 51, and the experi

mental 3H; 14c ratio for compound B was about 49. This is conclusive 

evidence that there is one mole each of glycine and carbodiimide in 

compound B. Also, this product gives a positive ninhydrin test which 

is characteristic of primary amines and indicates that the amino group 

is free. All of the evidence taken together clearly indicates that 

compound B is the N-glycyl urea of MEC. 

The 14C-diglycine was identified by the usual co-chromatography 

with standard diglycine and the resulting coincidence of the ninhydrin 

and 14c-spots. Also, there was no radioactivity in the diglycine area 

when 14c-MEC was used. 
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Compound A has not been identified. It is formed in about a 5% 

yield. It is thought that this product could be an adduct resulting 

from the addition of two molecules of carbodiimide to one of glycine, 

where the carbodiimides would add to the carboxyl and amino groups, 

forming the N-acylurea and trisubstituted guanidine structures, res-

pectively. However, due to the low yields of this product and to the 

fact that it has chromatographic properties similar to those of the 

1,3-bis-methoxyethylurea, the double label experiment (3H-Gly and 

14c-MEC) did not provide a definitive answer. 

The reaction of glycine and MEC was studied as a function of pH, 

and the results of this study are illustrated in the graph in Figure 

22. It can be seen that the yield of diglycine reaches a maximum at 

pH 2, whereas the yield of side product 8, the N-acylurea, keeps in

cn~dsilly as the pH is raised. lhis would indicate that the acyl 

migration from t.hP o.X.yaen to nitrogen i !i fJcil i tated by the i ncrt=dse 

in pH, as rrPvious studies have predictcd. 170 •172 
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Figure 22 . The effect of varying the pH on the yield of (A) N

glycylurea, and (B) diglycine, in the reaction of 

glycine (0. 1 M) and MEC (0.075 M). 
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C. Reactions of Phenylalanine with Carbodiimides 

Phenylalanine is an aromatic amino acid and is not as common as 

glycine in naturally occurring proteins. It is one of the more 

complex amino acids and because of its benzene moiety is less 

soluble in water. Its reactions with carbodiimides were studied for 

two reasons. One was to determine whether this aromatic amino acid 

reacted differently than glycine, and the other was to determine 

whether the ilromatic pal~t of the cillli11u acid could interact with the 

aromatic oases of the polynucleotides. Since the codon for phenyl

alanine is UUU (three uridines linked by phosphate bridges) and the 

anticodon is AAA it was thought that this would be a good amino acid 

to condense in the presence of the various homopolynucleotides. Thus, 

it was predicted that there waul d be some interaction between phenyl

alanine and the polynucleotides that could enhance the self-conden

sation of this compound. It was also horPrl that if this sort of 

catalysis could be demonstrated that there would be some detectable 

amount of selectivity involved--~., that polyuridylic acid \'JOuld 

be more catalytic thiln rolycytidylic or polyguanylic ilcid. llowever, 

in this case neither the predicted catalytic effect nor any sort of 

selectivity was observed. 

The autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of products 

from the reaction of 14c-phenylalanine (0.005 M) and ethyl-dimethyl

aminopropyl carbodiimide (EPC, 0.05 M) is reproduced in f-igut'e 23. 

The yield of diphen_ylalanine is 10% and the yield of the N-phenyl

alanylurea is about 30%. The reaction is illustrated in Equation 8. 

The N-acylurea was characterized in a manner analogous to the 
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Figure 23. Autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of 

products from the reaction of phenylalanine (0.005 M) 

and EPC (0.05). 
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~lycyl-N-acylurea--i.e., since 1t migrated towards the cathode in a 

basic buffer system, gave a positive ninhydrin test and was easily 

( 8) 

hydrolyzed in dilute base, it was demonstrated to be the N-acylurea. 

As in the case ot dlglycine, diphenylalanine was identified by co

chromatography with authentic diphenylalanine and the resulting 

coincidence between the ninhydrin and 14c-spots on the paper and 

X-ray film, respectively. 

The reaction of phenylalanine with EPC in the presence of various 

polynucleotides and polypeptides was studied in some detail. As men-

tioned, this stuuy yave completely negative results. These reactions 

were usually carried out at 0° - 5°C to maximize any interactions 

between the systems. In the case where this reaction was carried out 
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in the presence of the polynucleotides, the yield of diphenylalanine 

decreased from about 10% to 8% and this decrease was the same whether 

polyadenylic or polyuridylic acid was used. It is thought that this 

decrease probably results from an increased rate of hydrolysis of.· 

the carbodiimide, since it is known that phosphates do catalyze the 

hydrolysis of carbodiimides. 135 

Phenylalanine was reacted with EPC in the presence of the co

polypeptide, poly-L-Phe-L-Lys · HBr . This copolymer was used since 

it had hydrophobic parts, the phenyl group of phenyl a 1 ani ne and the 

hydrocarbon portion of the lysine sidechain, and a hydrophylic part, 

the E-amino group of lysine which made it water-soluble. Thus, it 

was thought that since phenylalanine also has hydrophobic and hydro

phylic parts that it would interact with the copolymer so that when· 

EPC was added the amount of dimer would be increased. This turned 

out no.t to be true and the amount of di mer again decreased as the 

amount of copolymer increased from a l/1 to 10/l molar ratio {moles 

of Phe in the polymer to free Phe). 

In another series of experiments this same reaCtion was carried 

out in the presence of both polynucleotides and polypeptides. This 

was an attempt to simulate a possible crude ribosome-type structure· 

where the polynucleotide would be complexed with the basic polypeptide 

and the reactants would be concentrated on the surface of this 

structure. It has been reported96 that coacervates made from poly

adenylic acid and polylysine have this sort of catalytic activity 

as judged by increased rates for several enzymatic reactions that. 

have been studied in their presence. However, in this case the 
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effect of adding various combinations of polyadenylic acid, poly

uridylic acid, or both complexed with either polylysine or copoly

Phe-Lys, was to lower the yield of dimer. 

In view of all these negative results, which were discouraging 

to say the least, the study of the reactions of phenylalanine under 

these·types of conditions was abandoned. Instead, it was thought 

more worthwhile to study another system where the interactions are 

known t.o exist. This system is the lysine:polyadenylic ncid nne, 

and the interaction is predo.minently, if not totally~ one of electro

static attraction. 

D. Reactions .of Lysine with Carbodiimides 

After the unsuccessful attempts to demonstrate a catalytic effect. 

by the polynucleotides on the condensation of phenylalanine, it was 

thought that this could more easily be demonstrated in the ~.:ase of 

lysine. The reason for this is that lysine is a basic amino acid 

and in aqueous solutions. around neutrality would exist with a net 

positive charge. Si nee the po lynucl coti des have one neg at ·j ve charge 

per base, the.phosphodiester_bridge (pKA approximately 1), there 

should be an electrostatic attraction between these polymers and 

lysine. However, the reaction of lysine, which has two amino groups and 

one carboxyl group, with a· carbodii mi de was expected to be more com-

plex th13n that for glycine or-phenylalanine, and for this reason it 

was not studied earlier. 

The fact that basic polypeptides,~·· polylysine and poly

arginine,149,150 and several small cationic molecules, like spermine 
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and spermidine, 197 interact with polynucleotides; provided some 

evidence that lysine also could interact. The expectation was 

that the lysine molecules would be attracted to the polynucleotide 

and in effect be concentrated on them so that when the condensing 

agent was added there would be an increase in the amount of di

lysine formed over that when the polymer was absent. 

In this search for interactions which could have led to the 

coupling of the nucleic acid and amino acid systems, the only 

OQVious one is the interaction between the basic polypeptides and 

the polynucleotides. This interaction is quite important in biolo

gical systems, ~·, in the complexing of hi stones and DNA. 198 It 

also could play some role in the structure of ribosomes since many 

of the polypeptides contained in this structure are basic. 199 The 

fact that polylysine exhibits a marked selectivity by interacting 

more strongly with polynucleotides having a high adenine-thymine 

content should be mentioned again. 149 Since one of lysine's codons 

is AAA this fact seemed suggestive of a possible relationship between 

this amino acid and its codon. 

However, before this relationship could be investigated, the 

reaction of lysine with carbodiimides in aqueous solution had to be 

studied in detail. The carbodiimide chosen for this study was the 

1 ,3-bi s-(:2-methoxyethyl) carbodi imide (r1EC) s i nee it is uncharged 

and mode'rately water-soluble. From previous experience it was 

realized that a charged carbodiimide would probably disrupt any· 

electrostatic interaction, so that an uncharged condensing agent 

was a necessity. As expected~ the reactions of lysine were more 
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complicated than those of glycine and phenylalanine. 

The pKA values for lysine are 2.16, 9.18, and 10.79 fo~ the 

carboxyl, the a-amino and E:-amino groups, respectively. The pK 

values for L-Lys-L-Lys are 3.01, 7.53, 10.05, and ll.Ol, so that 

in this case the separation of these two compounds was best accom-

plished by high voltage electrophoresis at pH 3. At this pH the 

dimer has three positive r.h~raP~ and about onc-h~lf of a negative 

char~e, and the monomer h.:ls two.positive and ~pproximately one 

negative charge. Thus, the di mer migrates somewhat faster towat·ds 

the cathode than the monomer, although this difference is not as 

pronounced as with glycine or .phenylalanine and their di'mers. Ly-

sine and dilysine could not be separated by paper chromatography 

in the usual solvent systems or.by electrophoresis in the basic 

buffer system. 

The reaction of lysine with Mtc is illustrated in Figure 24. 

It can be seen that there is another side reaction possible in this 

system that was not possible for glycine or phenylalanine. This is 

the cyclization of lysine through attack of the e:-amino aroup on 

the carbonyl carbon to form the seven-membered 1 actam, 3-ami nohomo-

piperidone-2. This type of cycli.zation has been observed for the 

methyl ester of N-a-tosyllysine in ammonia and alcohol, and for the 

analogs, ornithine and a,y-diaminobutyric acid. 194-196 It was found 

that the five-membered factam was formed in the best yield {88%) and 

the seven-membered lactam in the least yield {49%), which indicates 

that the larger ring is less easily formed. However, the cyclization 

of the lysine N-acylurea in 0~ l N NaOH at 70°C is very nearly 
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Figure 24. Reaction of lysine and 1,3-bis-(2-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide. 
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qua~titative with only 1 or 2 percent of lysine being produced. The 

lysine j·~-acylurea is stable to heating at 70?C in 1 N HCl for one 

hour, but is hydrolyzed to lysine in 6 N HCl when heated to 100°C 

for twelve hours. 

The lactam is quite stable, and is unaffected by heating in 

0.1 N NaOH or 1 N HCl for short periods of time. Heating at 100°C 

in 6N HCl for twelve hours only partially hydrolyzes this compound 

to lysine. The hydrolysis was best carried out at 70°C in 4 N Na0H, 194 

and was about 70% complete after twelve hours. 

There were two major difficulties encountered in the identifi

cation of the products from the reaction of lysine and MEC. The 

first problem was in the electrophoretic separation of these products. 

Figure 25' shows the results of the electrophoresis at pH 3 (ammonium 

formate buffer) of the reaction of 14c-Lys (0.025 M) and i~1EC (0.125 M). 

There appear two products, A and C, which are seemingly quite well 

separated from unreacted lysine. When this SP.paration was first 

observed it was thought that product A was dilysine since they had 

exactly the same electrophoretic mobility. However, this turns out 

not to be the case as was demonstrated when the 14c;..label was changed 

from lysine to ~1EC. Figure 26 shows the electropherogram of the 

-reaction of iysine and 14C-MEC, and it can be seen that both pro

ducts A and C contain the carbodiimide. Thus, A and C must be ad-

ducts of lysine and carbodiimide. 

At this point a new method of separation was tested and found 

to be quite satisfactory._ This was thin-layer chromatography (TLC) 

with silica gel. 200~ 201 It was discovered that both A and C contain 
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Figure 25. Au t oradiogram of the el ectrophoretic separation of products 

from the reaction of 14c-lysine (0.025 M) and MEC (0.125 M) 
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Figure 26. Autoradiogram of the electrophoretic separation of products 

from the reaction of lysine (0.025 M) and 14c-MEC (0.125 M) 

at pH 7. 
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two major peoducts with the same Rf•s in the solvent system 95% 

EtOH (7): NH40H (3). At first it was not thought possible that 

these products were the same, but after finding that they had the 

same Rf•s on TLC in several solvent systems (R, N, Q), and in both 

cases the hydrolysis products were the same, it was concluded that 

they were identical. The products were the N-acylurea and the 

lactam of lysine which were formed in about a 5 to l ratio, res-

pectively. It is not understood at this time why the electropho-

resis gave such a result. There are several possible reasons, such 

as, overloading the paper with compound, interaction of the com-

pounds during electrophoresis, or even tautomeric structures existing 

of the same compound. However, since it was reasonably certain that 

this anomaly did not arise from simply spotting too much sample on 

the paper, the electrophoretic separation procedure was abandoned 

in favor of thin-layer chromatography. 

It should be mentioned that before it was realized that the 

products in A and C were the same, considerable effort was spent 

in trying to isolate these products and react them with 2 ,4-di nitro

fluorobenzene (DNFB). DNFB is a common reagent used for determining 

f . d . t . d l . 201-203 Th ree am1no groups an 1n pro e1n en -group ana ys1s. e 

procedure that was tried was: l) to separate the products by 

preparative electrophoresis, 2) to elute products from the papers, 

3) to separate the products in A and C on TLC, 4) to elute these 

products from the TLC plates and react with DNFB, 5) to separate 

again on TLC, and 6) to elute DNP derivatives and determine the 

moles of DNP per mole of ·lysine from the UV absorbance at 360 nm 
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and the specific activity of 14c-lysine. This project was un-

successful for two main reasons. One was that the compounds 

proved very difficult to elute from silica gel, and even after 

heating the silica gel suspension in 0.04 N HCl for several hours 

only about 20% of the products could be recovered. The other prob-

lem was that the silica gel could not be removed completely from 

the aqueous solution even after methanol was added and centrif1Jgr~-

tion carried out for 30 minutes. Thus, when the products wPre 

reacted with DNFB, with some silica gel pn~"~nt, only a small amount 

of reaction occurred. 

Although the DNFB method was unsuccessful in the above case, 

it was used to check the specific activity of both 3H-Lys and 
14c-Lys solutions. The reaction is illustrated in Figure 27. 

NH 2- ( CH2) 4 -~H -co2H 

NH2 

Lysine 

+ 

DNFB 

(DNP),.,-Lys 
(_ 

Figure 27. Reaction of lysine with 2,4-dinitrofluorobenzene. DNP 

stands for 2,4-dinitrophenyl. 
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The procedure was to separate the reaction products by thi n-1 ayer 

chromatography, elute the desired (DNP) 2-Lys and determine the 

number of moles of DNP and the amount of radioactivity. The mola

rity of the DNP solution was determined from the optical density 

at 360 nm ( E: 360 = 1.64 x 104 per DNP) and the radioactivity was 

determined by liquid scintillation counting. The di-DNP-lysine 

could be eluted from the silica gel with water quite easily, indi

cating that it was the free amino groups that caused lysine to bind 

so tightly to the silica gel in the previous elution attempts. 

The products from the reaction of lysine and MEC were sepa

rated on TLC as shown in Figure 28. The yield of the N-acylurea 

was about 30%, the lactam 8% and dilysine 2%, in the reaction of 
14c-lysine (0.025 M) and MEC (0.05 M) at pH 2. It can be seen 

in this figure that when the reaction is carried out with 14c-MEC 

only the f~-acylurea has both 14c and lysine, where the ninhydrin 

positive response indicates lysine's presence. An experiment was 

also carried out where 3H-Lys and 14c-MEC were reacted. It was 

found that the product thought to be the N-acylurea had the correct 
3H to 14c ratio for a one-to-one adduct of lysine and MEC. The 

theoretical value .for this ratio was 15.9 and the experimental 

was 14.6. 

1. Reaction of lysine in the presence of polynucleotides 

Once the products from the reaction of lysine and l ,3-bis

(2-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide had been identified, the next step 

was to determine what effect polyadenylic acid would have on their 
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yield. It was thought. that since the two systems are oppositely charged 

it would be possible for lysine to be attracted to the polyadenylic.acid . 

If this attraction: were strong enough, the polymer could act as a cata-

lyst by co~centrating the amino acid on its surface. Thus, when a con

densing agent ~as added the amount of self-condensation would be increased 
'· by the presence of the polymer. The model for this interaction is illus-

trated in Figure 29. 

- . + 
0 C - CH - ( CH ) - NH 
2 I 2 4 3 . 

+NH . 
3 

Lysine 

0 
I 

0-P=O 
I 
OCH2 

A 

0 

0 OH 

+ n 

Polyadenylic Acid 

Figure 29. Model for the interaction of lysine and polyadenylic acid. 
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In the experiments designed to test this hypothesis, lysine 

was reacted with MEC in the presence and absence of polyadenylic 

acid. All other conditions· for the reactions were the sanie--i .e., 

the temperature, concentrations, and pH. ·When this reaction was 

first studied in completely aqueous solution, using electrophoresis 

as the means for separating the products, it was found that there 

was an increase in the amount of product A (Figure 25) when poly

adenylic acid was present. In view of the difficulties with 

electrophoresis that were encountered, this result is not rencfily 

wterpretab le. · However, it has been discovered, subsequently, 

that polyadenylic acid does enhance th~ amo~nt of dilysine that 

is formed when the reaction is carried out in an acetone-water 

(4:1) solvent. Table V summarizes the results of these experi-

ments. The most pronounced effect of the polynucleotide is to 

Table V. Percent yields of products from the reaction of 14c-L

lysine (0.002 M) a~d MEC (0.004 M) in the presence and 

absence of polyadenylic acid. The solvent is 80% ace

tone-20% water, arid the pH is about 7. 

Polyadenylic 
Acid 

____________ ..........,,...,_ ___ , __ .. ·-'"--

Lyslys 

2.5 

0.8 

Lys 

62.2 

58.0 

Lys 
Lac tam 

5. 3 . 

4.2 

Lys-N
Acyl urea 

30.0 

37.0 

' 

_., 
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triple the amount of dilysine that is formed. The amount of lac

tam is slightly increased and that of the N-acylurea slightly 

decreased in the presence of polyadenylic acid. In these experi

ments polyadenylic acid and lysine were precipitated in a to 1 

complex from a solution of 75% dimethylformamide-25% water. This 

precipitate was then purified and used directly in the reactions 

discussed. 

There is now some experimental evidence that a catalytic 

system ·could exist between adenylic acid and lysine, where the 

polymer of either monomer would cata"lyze the polymerization of 

the other monomer. However, it must.be remembe.red that this 
+ 

catalytic activity for both polyadenylic acid and poly-L-Lys-£-N(CH3)3 
was demonstrated under somewhat special conditions--i.e., the solvent 

for the reaction was acetone and water. Acetone was added to the 

aqueous solution to reduce the dielectric constant of the solution, 

and cause the monomer to be complexed more strongly to the polymer. 

Two main problems exist in evaluating these results in terms 

of significance for chemical evolution. These are that neither 

the acetone-water solvent nor the specific carbodiimide used could 

have existed to any appreciable extent on the prebiotic Earth. 

However, the carbodiimide was us·ed as a model for more plausible 

primitive Earth condensing agents, and the acetone-water solvent 

used as a model for what could happen if the monomers and polymers 

were concentrated in some type of membrane structure--~. , a co

acervate, or on a clay or mineral surface. If these models are 

correct, then the catalytic effect that has been demonstrated 
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would have been important for the prebfo 1 ogi ca 1 formations of 

polynucleotides and polypeptides. 

C. R. Woese has put forth the hypothesis 112 that evolution 

of the cell began with two very general kinds of polymers, poly-

nucleotides that were purine-rich and polyamino acids composed 

largely if not solely of basic amino acids. The one type of 

polymer is viewed as catalyzing, in rnrtir;ular way£, the synthC!;iS 

of the other. and vice versrt. According to this model~ tran~lation 

began as a 11 direct templating 11 ancf in addition, "translation" wa$ 

initially a reciprocal matter, not unidirectional as it is now. 

The evidence presented here would tend to support such a model. 

However, the conceptual difficulties in going fr.om such a model to 

the actual translation process which takes place in living systems 

are extremely large. 

E. Summary 

·The condensation reactions of glycine in aqueous solution with 

water-solub·le carbodiimides and the cyanamide cfP.rivatives,·di.cyan

diamide and sodium dicyanamide, were studied. In the reaction of 

glycine with 1·,3-bi s- (2-methoxyethyl) carbodi imide (MEC), the two 

major products were ·i dent1 fi ed as the N-glycyl urea and di glycine. 

When this reaction was studied as a function of pH {from pH 1. to 7) 

it was found that the N-acylurea formation was enhanced as the pH 

increased, whereas, the maximum amount of diglycine was formed at 

pH 2. With the cyanamide derivatives, diglycine formation (5-7%) 

was observed at pH 1. 
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The reaction of phenylalanine with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl

aruinopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EPC) was studied in 

the presence of polyadenylic and polyuridylic acids, poly-L-Phe
+ 

L-Lys-E~N(CH 3 ) 3 , and various complexes of the polypeptides and 

polynucleotides. The products from this reaction were the dimer 
i:J 

and N-acylurea of phenylalanine, and no catalytic effect was ob

serve·d for the polymers. 

The reaction of lysine .with MEC in aqueous solution was 

inve~tigated and the products identified as the N~lysylurea, the 

E-lactam of lysine and dilysine, where the interpeptide linkage 

is unspecified. When the reaction was carried out in an·ao% 

acetone-20% water solvent i·n the presence of polyadenylic acid 

it was found that the yield of dilysine (2.5%) was three times 

greater than it was in the absence of the polymer. It is believed 

that polyadenylic acid exerts a catalytic effect on this reaction 

by complexing lysine via an electrostatic interaction. This 

catalytic effect could have been important in the prebiotic for

mation of basic polypeptides. 
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F. Experimental Section 

1. Synthesis of 14c-l ,3-bis-(2-methoxyethyl) carbodiimide 
14c-Phosgene was obtained from New England Nuclear with a 

specific activity of 1 millicurie per 33 mg. Three millicuries 

of phosgene were transferred by vacuum line into a 25 ml pear-

shuped flask containing 10 ml of ~-methoxyeL11ylamine. The renr.t1on 

of phosgene with the amine was very fast, and after an hour at ·. 

room temperature the reaction mixture was transferred to a 250 ml 

flask. One gm of NaOH in 20 ml of ether was added, and the re

sulting mixture stirred magnetically for 30 minutes. The NaOH was 

removed by vacuum filtration and the solution evaporated to dryness 

with a rotary evaporator. A small amount of white solid remained 

after the evaporat·i on, which was the 14c-1 ,3-bi s- {2-methoxyethyl) 

urea (MEU), This 14c-labeled ure~ w~s mixAd with 3 orams of un~ 

labeled bis-methoxyethylurea and recrystallized from diethylether 

and petro'leum ether. The specific activity of the 14 c-~1EU was 

determined by weighing out 10 mg of the product, dissolving this 

in 100 ml of ether and counting 100 ~1 of the ether solution. The 
5 specific activity was found to be 1.724 x 1~. ~C/mole, and would 

not change when the urea was converted into the carbodiimid~. 

3.17 gm of 14C-MEU (0.018 mole) was dissolved in 100 ml of 

CH2Cl 2 and 11.1 ml of Et3N. The resulting solution was cooled to 

0°C in an ice bath and boiling chips a~d 6.86 gm of Q-toluen~

su1fonyl chloride (0.036 moles) in 75 ml of CH2c.l 2 were added. 

After this addition the reaction mixture was allowed to come to 
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room temperature and then refl uxed for 3-4 hours. The so 1 uti on 

was then extracted three times with 40 ml portions of a 40% 

aqueous K2co3 solution. The aqueous portions were combined and 

extracted with CH2c1 2. All of the CH2c1 2 solutions were combined 

and evaporated. The residual oil left was extracted with three 

50 ml portions of petroleum ether, and these solutions combined 

and evaporated. The remaining 14c-MEC was purified by vacuum dis

tillation, and about 360 ~1 (20% yield) were obtained. The product 

was determined to be pure by thin-la.Yer chromatography in solvent t~. 

2. Preparation of lysine: polyadenylic acid complex 

L-Lysine·HCl was obtained from CalBiochem Co., 14c-lysine 

from Schwarz, and polyadenylic acid from Miles Chemical· Co. Fifty 

~C of 14c-Lys were added to 0.0244 gm of L-Lys-HCl (0.15 mmoles). 

in 4 ml of a dimethylformamide (DMF)-water (3:~1) solution. The 
14c-Lys solution was added to 20 ~l of another 75% DMF-H2o sol~tion 

of polyadenylic acid (36.7 mg, 10-4 moles of AMP). A white preci-

pitate was formed immediately upon mtxing, and the resulting sus-

pension stirred gently with a magnetic stirrer for 1 hour. The 

precipitate, a complex between lysine and polyadenylic acid, was 

collected by centrifugation. It was purified by re-suspension 

and subsequent centrifugation in 75% DMF-H20 and then acetone . 

Th~ poly A:Lys complex ~as dried over P2o5 under vac~~m and the 

ratio of AMP to Lys was determined to be 1 from the UV absorption 

of AMP and the specific activity of 14c-Lys. The extinction co

efficient fot' tilt! AMP units 1n poly A at 2b~ nm was 9.8 x 103, and 

the specific activity of Lys was 7.44 x 1011 dpm/mole. 
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. 3 
.3. Reaction of H-Lys and 2 ,4-di ni trofl uorobenzene 
3H-Lys was obtained from Schwarz. BioResearch, and 2,4-dinitro

fluorobenzene (DNFB) from Sigma Chemical Co. This reaction was 

carried out to determine the specific activity of 3H-Lys, since 

tritium-labeled impurities are much more difficult to detect than 
14c~labeled ones. The procedure that was used was one developed 

by Levy and Chung. 203 

Forty J.ll of 3H-Lys (1 llmole) were placed in a 1 ml test tube 

covered with aluminum foil. 2.5 11 1 of a 10% solution of DNFB in 

acetone and 5 11l of a 2 M Na2co3 solution added. The aluminum 

foil was then folded over the test tube so that rio light would 

pass through and the reaction mixture placed in a water bath 

heated to 40°C. The reaction was allowed to proceed for one hour 

with agitation. The ~olution was then extracted with three 0.5 ml 

portions of ether to rem~ve an.v unreacted DNFB. The remaining 

aqueous mixture was separated by thin-layer chromatography (silica 

gel. solvent R). TheN,N•-oiDNP-Lys (Rf 0.35) was identified by 

co-chromatography with a commercia·! sample. The specific activity 

of the initial lysine solution was then determined by eluting the 

DNP2-Lys from the silica gel with 3 ml of water and determining 

the molar1ty of the d1n1trophenyl groups from the optica·l density 
. . 4 

at 360 nm (E 360 = 1.64 x 10 per DNP). Since the lysine concen~ 

tration was one-half that of the DNP groups, the specific activity 

was calculated from the number of moles of lysine in an aliquot of 

this solution and the radioactivity as determined by liquid scin

tillation counting. The specific activity of this 3H-Lys solution 

•. 
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6 was found to be 6.26 x 10 dpm/,umole. This value was very close 

to that obtained by counting the 3H-Lys (0.025 M) solution directly, 

indicating that the 3H-Lys was radiochemically very pure. 

4. · Liquid scintillation counting of tritium and carbon-14 

simultaneously 

The .liquid scintillation counting127 was done on a Packard 

tri -carb, spectrometer which has three channels. The first channe 1 

is used for counting tri ti urn, the second for carbon-14, and the 

third for phosphorus-32 or carbon-14. In counting 3H and 14c at 

the same time, channels 1 and 3 were used·, where channel 3 had 

special settings. These settings were such that less than 0.05% 

of the tritium present was counted in channel 3 (E = 15Q, F = 1000, 

.and% gain= 8.5). Thus, the procedure was to calculate the amount 

of 14c from channel 3 and then subtract this amount of 14c-~ctivity 

from the net counts per minute in channel 1 to determine the amount 

of tritium present from the efficiency curve. To make this type 

of counting accurate, the tritium to carbon-14 ratio should be at 

least 10 to 1 since in channel 1 both isotopes are counted and 

the efficiency of 14c is higher than that for 3H. 

5. Reactions of 14c-amino acids 

The reactions of :the 14c-amino acids were carried out in the 

same manner as the reattions of 14 c~nucleotides (see the experi

m~ntal .section of Chapter II). Th~ labeled amino acids were obtained 

from Schwarz Bi6Research, Inc. 
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The standard procedure was to make up 10 ml of the unlabeled 

amino acid at the desired concentration and pH, and add a certain· 

amount ~f this solution to the 14c-amino acid. The 14c-amino acid 

solution was pipetted into a 25 ml pear-shaped flask and evaporated 

on a rotary evaporator. The usual amount of radioactivity was 

50 ~c. and this was then dissolved in 500 ~1 of the unlabeled 

amino acid solution. 

The reactions were carried out with l 00 11l r~mnunts of the 

resultin~ radioactive solutions in 2 ml centrifuge tuhcs, and the 

condensing agent was added directly to this solution. After the 

usual reaction time of one day, the products were separated by 

thin-layer chromatography, paper chromatography, or paper electro

phoresis, and the percent yields of the various components were· 

ca1culated by counting the amount of 14c activity in the various 

spot5 aftc1A exposut·e of tl1e 1Japer to X-ray film. This carbon-14. 

counting was usudlly done on a Geiger-MUeller double-hand counter. 127 

~I 
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